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Overview of the Final Report

This three-year project (plus a nine-month extension)

has resulted in the publication of 20 articles in

professional journals and books, and in the presentation of

58 papers at international, national, and regional

conventions. We have received hundreds of requests for our

papers and our training and evaluation materials from

academic and technical organizations around the world. In

addition, many of the organizations have reported that they

have successfully implemented versions of our materials and

approaches in their own settings.

Based on our interactions with leaders in cognitive

and educational psychology it is clear that we have also

made substantial contributions to the development of

instructional theories. A bibliography of our

project-related articles and presentations is provided in

Appendix A of this report.

The remainder of this report provides a synthesis of

our theoretical and empirical efforts as they relate to the

improvement of technical training environments. Details of

our work can be accessed through the list of references or

Accession or
the bibliography presented in Appendix A. NTIS &r
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Scripts and Strategies for Technical

Training Environments

Introduction

The ideal technical training environment will produce an

individual who is able to effectively:

- perform technical tasks, both individually and in
cooperation with co-workers;

- acquire new technical information "on the job";
- communicate with others in the task environment;
- monitor, diagnose, and correct problems associated with

critical tasks;
- maintain positive motivation and concentration during task

performance.

The construction of such training environments is not a

simple task. Lauren Resnick, in her Presidential address to the

Annual Meeting of AERA (1987) criticized current approaches to

technical education because of their over-reliance on

traditional, academic approaches to instruction. These

approaches ignore some of the important differences between

technical and academic instruction and learning. In particular,

academic and technical settings differ substantially in the

instructional goals involved and the types of information

communicated.

Technical Training Goals

The individual in a technical training scenario is expected

to achieve a wide variety of goals. These goals can include the

following:

- acquiring detailed knowledge of the structure and
functions of a complex piece of equipment;
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- translation of technical instructions into a skilled
performance;

- retention of skills over time;
- communication of technical information to a variety of

audiences;
- acquisition of new procedures without external guidance;
- effective performance in a team setting.

Types of Information Communicated in a Technical Training

Environment

The information to be learned in a technical training

environment comes from a variety of sources, classroom lectures,

training manuals, examination of, and practice with the

equipment, and interaction with other trainees. This is in

contrast to most academic situations where lectures and textbooks

are the primary sources of information.

In addition to differential modes of communication of

information, a primary difference in the two kinds of learning

settings is in the type of written presentations employed. The

information presented in technical manuals is based on the

results of detailed behavioral and functional task analyses of

jobs to be performed. Included in such texts are structural and

functional descriptions of technical systems for operating,

maintaining, and trouble-shooting these systems (Duffy, Curran, &

Sass, 1983). Technical text, therefore, emphasizes concrete

objects and operations. The procedures described are often

algorithmic and the text is densely written with little

redundancy (Schenck, 1977). All of the information contained in

the instructions is usually necessary for the successful

completion of the target task. On the other hand, academic text

0ILI
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typically contains a lower percentage of critical ideas supported

by redundant explanations, examples, and other types of

elaborations. As a result of the differences in text types, the

kinds of learning activities which are effective with academic

text processing may not be effective in learning from technical

text. An example of such a learning activity is summarization

which, although effective with academic text (Spurlin, Dansereau,

Larson, & Brooks, 1984; Yager, Johnson, & Johnson, 1985), may be

relatively ineffective in learning from technical text because -f

the inherent lack of redundancy in such text.

Technical text also differs from academic texts by its

dependence on visual representations (Stone & Crandall, 1982).

These representations can take the form of pictures, charts, or

diagrams. While academic texts use illustrations, the

illustrations are not usually an integral part of the information

presented and are often redundant with the verbal text. The

inclusion of critical pictorial representations in technical text

poses problems for trainees. Many learners do not use

graphic/visual information effectively (Dwyer, 1978; Martinez-

Boyd, 1988). Furthermore, low ability learners appear to

experience particular difficulty with using visual processing

strategies (Thorndyke & Stasz, 1980). In some cases, the

presentation of related pictorial information can actually

interfere with text processing performance (Schenck, 1977). A

* newcomer to technical learning thus faces two difficulties with

respect to learning activities. First, those activities which
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have previously been effective for the learner may not work with

technical text. Secondly, the special nature of technical text

(e.g., the lack of redundancy in the text, the inclusion of

pictures) may require the use of learning activities with which

the new technical learner has little experience.

Technical education also differs from other kinds of

education in the contexts in which it occurs. Academic education

is primarily individualistic. Technical training often occurs in

small groups. Group instruction is often necessitated by the

expense involved in the provision of the appropriate equipment

for training purposes. The target training procedures may also

require the coordinated efforts of a number of individuals.

The individual in a technical training situation is thus

faced with difficulties in managing the various information

inputs from text, pictures, the equipment itself, other learners

and actual practice. This multiplicity of information sources

places an enormous burden on the learners' resource management

capabilities.

Primary sources of information for an individual in a

technical training setting are the training manuals or other

technical documentation. The difficulties encountered by the

individual are further exacerbated if the information in these

manuals is presented poorly. The problems posedby by ...

presented technical information are pervasive (Smillie, 1985) and

are encountered in a wide variety of settings, including the

military, vocational education, and in the home (Stone &
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Crandall, 1982). Unfortunately, there has been relatively little

controlled research designed to identify important principles

guiding the design of technical documentation (Stone & Crandall,

1982). In a later portion of this paper, we will describe some

of our preliminary work on this issue.

In summary, the problems involved in designing appropriate

technical training environments are primarily related to

difficulties posed by the diversity of instructional goals and

methods. More specifically, there are major difficulties in the

presentation and processing of technical text, and in the

performance of concrete tasks in a social context. These are

problems which are not usually encountered in most academic

environments.

The focus of this particular research program has been to

identify effective and efficient learner-based methods for

processing technical material as currently presented. The

remainder of the paper, therefore, will primarily deal with

issues related to the identification of such methods. In the

* latter part of the paper, we will introduce some ideas and

preliminary data on some ways to improve the presentation of

technical text.

A Framework for the DesiQn and Delivery of

Technical Training

One of the major problems with the design of technical

training environments has been the lack of an overall conceptual

framework within which to couch the goals of technical training

0°
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and evaluate the outcomes from such training. There has also

been an absence of a systematic delivery system for accomplishing

the goals in such environments. Dansereau (1986) developed a

model of cognitive task performance which appears to provide an

appropriate conceptual structure for the design, implementation,

and evaluation of technical training environments. This

framework, to be described below, is termed the CAMS model.

Dansereau (1979, 1985, 1987a, 1988) and his colleagues have also

developed and fine-tuned a methodology for the delivery of

instruction in training environments. This delivery system (to

be described in succeeding paragraphs) is called "scripted

cooperation".

CAMS model. In this model, levels of performance are viewed

as depending on the complex interaction of cognitive/motor (C),

affective (A), metacognitive (M), and social (S) activities of

the learner. Within this framework, cognitive/motor activities

include comprehension, recall, and skilled performance.

Affective activities include motivation, anxiety, and

concentration. Metacognitive activities include comprehension

and performance monitoring, error detection and correction.

Social activities involve awareness of and effective

communication with co-workers, apprentices, and supervisors.

Outcomes from training can also be classified in ........

CAMS. Two primary kinds of outcomes can result from training.

The first category of outcomes are cognitive, affective,

metacognitive and social outcomes which are dependent on the
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specific content of the training. Such outcomes could include

memory of the task, positive affect about the task and the

instructional setting, ability to detect errors in the task

performance, and the ability to coordinate one's activities with

those of others who share the task. These might be viewed as

task specific skills which result from training. A second

category of outcomes include those CAMS which are not dependent

on the specific content of training. These latter outcomes can

include such skills as increased knowledge of general principles

which might be applied to subsequent tasks, general motivation to

learn and strategies for coping with frustration, strategies for

error detection and correction, and a willingness to learn with

and from others. These task-independent skills are necessary for

positive transfer to other learning and performance environments.

Scripted cooperation. The primary instructional delivery

system for technical training used by Dansereau and his

colleagues has involved the use of scripted cooperation among

peers. "Scripting", as used here, involves the specification of

roles played by cooperating participants during a training

episode. The use of "script" is analogous to that of a theater

script. The designated roles are characterized by the

performance of specific processing activities designed to

facilitate the acquisition of technical information or

performance of a target task. These activities embedded within

the script, are specific strategies which serve as subcomponents

of the script. See Figure 1 for an example of the prototypical

'Ve
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script.

Insert Figure 1 about here

Scripting Principles

There are a number of major principles underlying the

script. The incorporation of these principles in text-processing

strategies, either alone or in combination with others, have been

shown to facilitate learning. These principles are (1) the use

of multiple passes through the material (Dansereau, 1985;
Robinson, 1946), (2) active processing by the learner

(O'Donnell, et al., 1986; Spurlin et al., 1984), (3) the use of

metacognitive activity (Baker & Brown, 1980; Brown & Palincsar,

1982) and (4) the use of elaboration (Reder, 1980; Reder,

Charney, & Morgan, 1986; Weinstein, Underwood, Wicker, &

Cubberly, 1979).

Multiple passes involves going over the target material more

than once, each time at a different level of processing. An

example of this is the SQ3R method (Robinson, 1946). In the

script described previously (see Figure 1), the use of multiple

passes is accomplished by requiring the student to stop
S

intermittently and engage in certain re-processing activities at

specified breakpoints.

The second principle involved in the script is that of

active processing. Students who are passive with respect to

I
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learning have been shown to do poorly when compared to those who

are active (O'Donnell et al., 1986; Ross & DiVesta, 1976;

Spurlin et al., 1984). For example, in comparing students who

were asked to detect errors in oral summaries with students who

were not given such instructions, Spurlin et al., (1984) found

that being instructed to listen actively (i.e., detect errors)

resulted in better recall of the factual content. In the

prototypical script for technical training, the activity of the

*learner is promoted by requiring the student to put away

* material, reiterate information, give feedback, alternate roles,

and elaborate on the reiterated information.

A third principle, which is related to the notion of an

active learner, is that of metacognition. Metacognitive skills

refer to a learner's ability to assess his or her own state of

knowledge or comprehension relative to the goal of the task and

to adjust his or her activities in order to meet that goal.

Learners have typically been shown to be weak in their

metacognitive skills (Brown, 1978). Metacognitive activity in

* the prototypical script is stimulated by the alternation of

roles, forcing the learner to experience another perspective.

Interaction with a partner also provides the learner with the

* opportunity for observing and imitating another person's

metacognitive activity. Finally, having to reiterate f-Mt!e'

*2 to another person may serve the function of a "triggering event"

• which can result in a heightened awareness by the learner of his

or her metacognitive processes (Baker & Brown, 1984).

0.
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The fourth principle is that of elaboration. Elaboration

involves linking new concepts to prior knowledge and

personalizing new information. Examples of effective elaborative

techniques include making analogies, forming mental images, or

using visual or verbal associations (Mayer, 1980; Reder, 1980;

Weinstein et al., 1979; O'Donnell, Dansereau, Rocklin, Lambiotte,

Hythecker, Larson, & Young, 1985).

Collectively, these four principles operate to facilitate

the active processing and accurate encoding of information,

appropriate rehearsal of the information, and commitment of the

information to long-term memory. The use of scripts which

embody these principles have been shown to be successful in

promoting retention of information (Larson et al., 1984),

positive affect towards the learning environment (O'Donnell,

Dansereau, Hall, & Rocklin, 1987), and transfer to other settings

(Dansereau, 1987b; McDonald, Larson, Dansereau, & Spurlin,

1985).

While the activities or strategies embodied in the script

described can be utilized by individuals, the script has been

found to be most effective when deployed by cooperating dyads.

The Use of Cooverating Dyads

Cooperative learning is different from peer-tutoring

approaches which require that one of the participants n- r

expert with respect to the target content. Cooperative learning

has been extensively investigated (Johnson, Maruyama, Johnson,

Nelson, & Skon, 1981; Slavin, 1983a) and been shown to result in
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improved achievement outcomes (e.g., Dansereau, 1985; Johnson,

Johnson, & Skon, 1979; Slavin, 1983a; 1983b); and racial

attitudes (Sharan, 1980; Warring, Johnson, Maruyama, & Johnson,

1985; Ziegler, 1981). Furthermore, cooperative learning has the

potential to prepare participants in technical training

environments for subsequent "group" and "team" activities (Smith,

Johnson, & Johnson, 1981).

In the work of Dansereau et al., dyads were selected as the

unit of analysis because larger groups may promote the formation

of coalitions, thus encouraging competition rather than

cooperation (Peterson, & Janicki, 1979). The use of larger

groups may also serve to overload the participants in terns of

the number of differing information inputs available, and

encourage passivity or social loafing (Latane, Williams, &

Harkins, 1979; O'Donnell et al., 1986). Finally, cooperating

groups of more than two people increase the difficulties involved

with delineating the operative processes within the group

(Dansereau, 1985).

In using the prototypical script, each partner plays certain

roles and performs specified activities. The use of variants of

this script have repeatedly led to improved acquisition of

technical knowledge and positive transfer of skills to the

learning of new tasks. In the evaluations of scrint n

conducted to date, there has been no attempt to manipulate

extrinsic motivation. This is in contrast to most other

cooperative learning approaches which do not prescribe activities
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but rather simply instruct the participants to help each other

learn under the anticipation of some form of group reward.

Although these unscripted approaches appear to directly improve

task performance, they have not been shown to enhance transfer to

other tasks and they have limited utility in settings where there

is little or no ability to provide effective rewards.

Applications to Technical Training

The prototypical script, derived from extensive research on

text-processing with a variety of texts (Dansereau et al., 1979;

* Dansereau, 1985; 1988) was then modified, where necessary, to the

specific demands of a variety of technical information processing

tasks. These adaptations to the prototypical script were guided

by the theoretical perspectives of J. R. Anderson (1982; 1983;

1985).

Three stages of skill acquisition have been identified by

Anderson: (1) the declarative stage in which the learner

acquires an initial characterization of the target skill; (2) the

knowledge compilation stage in which the learner eliminates

errors from the procedure; and (3) the proceduralization stage in

which the procedure is appropriately applied in an automated

manner. The research to be described has focused primarily on

the declarative stage of skill acquisition. The declarative

stage most closely intersects with academic text processing,

involving as it does a text processing component and a task

performance component. Focusing on this stage has allowed for

the examination of a variety of text processing problems with
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varying kinds of technical text and their relationship to

performance. It has also allowed for the specific examination of

difficulties experienced in translating text into a procedural

enactment. Understanding the declarative stage of acquisition is

extremely important because differences in learner outcomes

occurring at this initial stage are likely to reverberate

throughout the later stages of skill acquisition. In this

regard, research in other domains has provided some tentative

indications that the pattern of differences found after initial

exposure to materials is maintained despite re-exposure to the

same material (Sindelar, Monda, & O'Shea, 1988).

Overview of Tasks Used in the Research Program on the Application

of Scripted Cooperation to Technical Training

Nineteen separate experiments were conducted as part of this

research program. Experiments were conducted on two central

types of tasks: acquisition tasks and production tasks. The

examination of acquisition tasks centered on processing of three

primary types of technical text. The first of these can be

described as "structural" text. An example of such text is that

describing the structure of a piece of medical equipment (e.g.,

an MAl- Respirator). This particular kind of text is heavily

supported by the use of illustration. The second kind of

technical text may be termed "functional" text. The goal of this

text is to describe the functions of a piece of equipment, in

contrast to "structural" text which merely describes the location

and structure of each piece of equipment. The third kind of
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technical text used was "procedural" text which described how to

do something (e.g., set up intravenous therapy equipment and

administer an intravenous infusion).

The second group of tasks which were examined consisted of

production tasks. The production tasks studied included the

writing of technical instructions and the performance of

medical procedures.

A Typical Experiment

The typical experiment consisted of two experimental

sessions. During the first session, participants completed a

series of individual difference measures. They were then given

brief script instructions and then proceeded to use the scripts

with the target tasks. During the second session, which

typically occurred after a five day interval, participants

completed tests over the materials/procedures learned. Post-

experimental questionnaires were also administered.

Methods of Assessment

The methods used to assess the data emerging from the

experimental program reflected the various components of the CAMS

model, that is, cognitive/motor, affective, metacognitive, and

social outcomes. Cognitive/motor outcomes were assessed using

recall measures or performance measures. Metacognitive,

affective, and social outcomes were assessed using a vae cf

methods which included traditional Likert scale questionnaires,

transfer to new tasks with a different social context, ratings of

partners, and the use of subjective graphing. Subjective

0 .
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graphing is a post-task measure that requires the participant to

graph their affective and metacognitive states during learning or

performance episode (See Figure 2 for example). Details of this

approach are provided in Dees, Dansereau, & O'Donnell, 1988 (see

Appendix B); Hall, Dansereau, & O'Donnell, 1988 (see Appendix C);

and O'Donnell, Dansereau, et al. (1987).

Summary of Results

Two main issues serve as the organizing framework for

summarizing the results of this program of research: (1) Is t-a

instructional approach adopted, supported by the resulting

experimentation? and (2) Are manipulations of the prototypical

script, designed to meet the specific demands of varying

technical tasks, both appropriate and successful?

Validation of ADDroaches

Three principles emerge from our research program which

serve to validate the general approaches adopted for the design

of technical training outlined in this paper. These are as

follows:

- technical information processing can be differentiated

from academic information processing.

- cooperative learning of technical material is more

effective than individual efforts.

- the use of a script results in better outcomes than when

no script is used.

Differentiation of technical information from academic

information processing. Two sources of evidence can be drawn

!I
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upon which effectively serve to differentiate between academic

and technical information processing. Firstly, the kinds of

activities on strategies which are effective with descriptive

prose are not effective with the learning of procedural

information (Hythecker, et al., 1985; Hythecker et al., 1986;

O'Donnell, Dansereau, Rocklin, Lambiotte, Hythecker, Larson, &

Young, 1985). Acquisition of information from

structural/functional technical text is more similar to the

acquisition of academic text than to acquisition of procedural

information from text. Furthermore, activities such as frequent

summarization which has been shown to be effective with

expository text (Spurlin, Dansereau, O'Donnell, & Brooks, 1988),

are not particularly effective with procedural text (O'Donnell,

Rocklin, et al., 1987).

A second source of evidence supporting the distinction

between technical and academic information processing comes from

the examination of the individual differences which predict

achievement in the two domains. Vocabulary level was shown not

to be as important for performance of a medical procedure as for

recall of the information (O'Donnell, Dansereau, & Rocklin,

1988). In addition, individual differences which successfully

predicted recall of structural/functional information did not

predict recall of procedural information (Hall, Rockl!i. Pt i -

1988; Skaggs et al., 1987).

The direct application of academic text processing

strategies to the domain of technical text processing, even
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though incorporated in the same general script, is not very

effective. The nature of the elaborations included as part of

the general script must be adapted to fit the varying goals of

the text. Examples of how effective tailoring of elaborations to

better fit the demands of technical text described earlier

include the use of static imagery (emphasizing location,

orientation of equipment parts) for the acquisition of

structural information (Larson et al., 1986); the use of dynamic

imagery (emphasizing the interdependence of movements of

equipment parts) with functional information (Lambiotte et al.,

1986); and the use of simulated movement (emphasizing the actions

upon the equipment) with procedural information (Hythecker et

al., 1986).

Cooperative learninQ in technical trainina is more effective

than individual efforts. While cooperative learning has

consistently been shown to be effective with academic style tasks

(e.g., text-processing, mathematics, social studies (see Johnson

et al, 1981; Slavin, 1983b). The present research program

provides evidence that cooperative learning is also effective in

technical training. In general, the results indicate that

cooperating dyads outperform individuals on both acquisition and

production tasks.

Cooperating dyads have been shown to perform better thr

individuals in the recall of structural and functional

information (Larson, et al., 1986; Lambiotte, et al., 1986).

Dyads also recall more procedural information than indivijuais

,I
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(O'Donnell, Dansereau, Hythecker, et al., 1988; O'Donnell,

Dansereau, Hall, et al., 1988). In production tasks,

cooperating dyads write more communicative technical instructions

than individuals (O'Donnell, Dansereau, Rocklin, Lambiotte,

Hythecker, Larson, 1985).

Cooperating dyads also perform better than individuals on

the immediate and delayed performance of a procedure (O'Donnell,

Dansereau, Hall et al., 1988). Furthermore, the initial benefits

which accrue as a result of a cooperative training experience

have been shown to persist over 3-week (O'Donnell, Dansereau,

Lambiotte, et al., 1988) and 6-week intervals (O'Donnell,

Dansereau, Hall, et al., 1988).

While, in general, dyads outperform individuals, this is not

invariably the case and positive results associated with the use

of cooperative dyads cannot simply be attributed to some kind of

placebo effect. In one experiment, cooperating dyads did not

perform better than individuals in the recall of functional

information (Lambiotte et al., 1986). Participants who studied

two procedures and were then asked to work cooperatively with

another participant to compare and contrast or review the

procedures together, recalled less than those individuals who

engaged in the post-study activities individually (Young et al.,

1987). Cooperation among peers does not necessarit . .-l

effectively in all situations or for all tasks. The successful

use of cooperative learning, especially within the context of

technical learning, seems to require careful scripting of the

0
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activities of the participants.

Advantages of externally provided scripts over participant

generated scripts. The provision of experimenter provided

scripts and strategies has generally been found to be more

effective than scripts generated by either individual

participants or cooperating participants. Clear advantages for

the externally provided script over participant scripts were

found, for example, in the free recall of equipment diagrams

(Larson et al., 1986). This finding was supported by subsequent

research in which participants in groups using experimenter-

provided strategies recalled more of the equipment diagrams than

those in unscripted groups (Lambiotte et al., 1986).

The advantages of the external scripts are also observable

in research using procedural text. In one experiment (Hythecker

et al., 1986) in which there was no observable benefit

associated with cooperative learning, the use of an externally

imposed script was still associated with improved performance

compared to those participants who were required to generate

their own scripts.

The provision of scripts also promotes positive affect

towards the task at hand (Lambiotte et al., 1986). In addition,

the experience of working cooperatively with an externally

imposed script also appears to prepare participants to work more

positively in a subsequent unscripted group setting (O'Donnell,

Dansereau, et al., 1987).

In the same way that the benefits of cooperative learning
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are dependent on appropriate scripting, the actual success of

the scripts depends on the selection of strategies to include as

part of the script. In some instances, participants who generate

specific processing strategies perform as well (Lambiotte et al.,

1986), or better (O'Donnell et al., in press) than groups using

specific strategy components as part of the general script

employed. The selection of these sub-strategies for maximizing

the effectiveness of the scripts is obviously important. The

next part of the paper will address aspects of that selection

process.

Inside the Script

Questions which are often asked about research on script

manipulations relate to whether or not those scripts are actually

used, what impact they have on the processing of the

participants, and whether or not this processing has an effect on

the outcomes from the training.

The Use of Scripts

There is strong evidence indicating that participants do in

fact use the experimenter-provided scripts during the target

learning episode. This evidence comes from the analysis of

videotapes (O'Donnell et al., in press; O'Donnell, Dansereau,

Rocklin, et al., 1988), audiotapes (Skaggs, et al., 1987) and

self-report of the participants (O'Donnell, Dansereau. Rocklin

Lambiotte, Hythecker, Larson, & Young, 1985). Participants are

also able to provide accurate summaries of the script prior to

actual training with target materials (O'Donnell, 1986). When
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participants were allowed to return to the use of their own study

skills and were later asked to describe their study methods

(O'Donnell, Dansereau, Rocklin, Lambiotte, Hythecker, Larson, &

Young, 1985), participants reported that they had incorporated

elements of the experimenter-provided scripts into their study

methods.

Impact on Processing: Manipulations of CAMS processes

In the various tasks employed in this research program, we

have used a general instructional script (see Figure 1),

tailored to the demands of technical training, using Anderson's

model of skill acquisition as a guiding framework. While the

adaptations made to the general script appear to constitute minor

variations (e.g., static vs. dynamic imagery), the manipulation

of the strategies involved in these adaptations (or component

activities of the script), result in the activation of CAMS

processes which differ in kind and in strength. Such results

provide support for Dansereau's ideas (1986) that the goals of

the task, the individual characteristics of the cooperating

members, the nature of the task at hand, and the script used by

the participants will dictate what CAMS processes will be

emphasized during a learning situation and with what effect.

CAMS Processes

Cognitive/motor processes. One set of expe-4nt

(O'Donnell et al., in press; O'Donnell, Dansereau, Hall, et al.,

1988; O'Donnell, Dansereau, Hythecker, et al., 1988) was

conducted to explore the translation of text into a procedural
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enactment, using a medical procedure as the target task.

Experimenter manipulations were designed to differentially

emphasize the translation of text into a declarative

representation or to emphasize the translation of the declarative

representation into an actual performance. The former was

achieved by including a "planning" component in the general

script, in which the participant would first describe what he/she

intended to do prior to the actual performance. The latter

emphasis was accomplished by allowing the participants to refer

* to their instructions and/or their partners at any point in the

training performance. Results from these experiments indicated

that the manipulations resulted in the experimental groups

spending markedly different amounts of time on different

cognitive/motor activities (i.e., preparation, feedback,

performance, reading, etc.). These differences in distribution

of effort also appeared to lead to differential performance on

the target task.

In another set of experiments concerned with the processing

of structural/functional information (Lambiotte et al., 1987; in

press), variations in the component activities used by the

participants as part of a more general script, also resulted in

participants reporting differential amounts of time and effort

spent on various processing activities.

Affective processes. Scripting manipulations have also

impacted on the affective climate of the cooperative learning

episodes (see Appendices B and C for details). Scripts which

I S
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have incorporated strategy components which promote interaction

with, or dependence on the partner, result in learning situations

which are characterized by more positive affect than those

scripts which tend to limit interaction (O'Donnell et al., in

press).

The direction and strength of the affect experienced by

cooperating participants has also been shown to be influenced by

the scripts employed (Dees et al., 1988). Participants who used

a script which included strategies for intermittent planning and

performance showed an increase in liking for the target material

over the time course of the learning episode whereas thosa

participants who did not include a planning activity in the

general script demonstrated a decrease in liking for the material

over time.

MetacoQnitive processes, Script manipulations appear to

influence the metacognitive activities of the p ticipants. A

number of aspects of the scripts may contribute to the

facilitation of metacognitive activity. Having a partner

available may be a critical component. The availability of a

co-worker has previously been shown to improve workers' use of

technical instructions/manuals on the job (Kern, 1985). The

presence of a co-worker appeared to enhance general metacognitive

activity and recognition of when additional information"

needed. The improved use of additional information sources

(e.g., co-workers, manuals) resulted in improved performance (as

evidenced by fewer errors) of the target tasks (Kern, 1985).

-0
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Another important component of the script in the

facilitation of metacognitive activity may be the alternation of

roles (performer/recaller or observer/listener). For example,

participants who maintained a fixed role as either listener or

recaller in using the prototypical script actually recalled more

information, but less accurately, than those participants who

alternated between roles (O'Donnell, Rocklin, et al., 1987).

A third important component in the stimulation of

metacognitive activity is the activity level of the

listener/observer (Spurlin et al., 1984). Participants who were

instructed to listen to summaries with the goal of detecting

errors, recalled more information than listeners who did not

receive these instructions.

Social processes. The degree of interaction and amount of

verbalization by cooperating partners has also been shown to be

influenced by the scripting manipulations (e.g. O'Donnell, 1986;

O'Donnell, Dansereau, Hythecker, et al., 1988). Scripts which

include a strategy for referring to notes or to the partner,

promote more interaction between the partners than a script which

does not include such a strategy component.

Summary

The manipulations of the script, characterized by the

incorporation of various strategy subcomponents, produce

differences in the cognitive, affective, metacognitive, and

4 social activities of the cooperating participants. Furthermore, I

these CAMS differences appear to impact on subsequent recall and

e X J&
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performance.

Manipulations of CAMS Outcomes

In addition to differences in the CAMS processes which are

activated by scripting manipulations, differences in CAMS

outcomes (both content-independent and dependent) achieved by

participants as a result of training can also be accounted for by

manipulations of the script-strategy combinations utilized by the

participants. Content-dependent CAMS outcomes are those outcomes

which directly relate to the specific learning episode under

* investigation. Content-independent CAMS outcomes are outcomes

which are not tied directly to the specific content of the

particular learning environment or task, relating more to

transferable skills than to acquired task-specific skills.

Content-dependent CAMS

Cognitive/motor outcomes. The cognitive/motor outcomes

which we have examined include the analysis of free recall, cued

recall, and performance (both immediate and delayed).

Recall. Recall measures have included both the recall of

text and of visual accompaniments to text. They have also

included short delay and long delay measures. Short delay recall

is usually assessed after a 5 day interval. The recall of

different kinds of information is facilitated by adapting the

kinds of elaborations engaged in by the participants to the

specific goals of the task. For example, the use of imagery is a

form of elaboration that is very successful (Hythecker, et al.,

1985). Specifying the kind of imagery to engage in is

Ut. " ... ..
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especially helpful with different kinds of technical information

which rely heavily on illustration. Instructing participants to

engage in static imagery facilitates the acquisition of

structural information (Larson et al., 1986), whereas instructing

participants to use dynamic imagery facilitates the acquisition

of functional information (Lambiotte et al., 1986). Tailoring

the elaborations employed by the participants when studying

procedural text can also be effectively scripted by the

inclusion of simulated movements (Hythecker et al., 1986). Tne

facilitative effects of the use of elaborations which are

specific to the goal of a particular task are consistent with

previous research on the effects of precise elaboration (Stein &

Bransford, 1979).

Manipulations of script-strategy combinations have been

shown to result in differential patterns of recall of information

about the equipment and actions necessary to perform a medical

procedura (O'Donnell, Dansereau, Hall, et al., 1988).

Participants who used a scripted approach to learning both

equipment and actions recalled more of the equipment information

than those who used a similar scripted approach with only the

"action" information. Identical patterns of recall were also

found after a 6-week interval.

Performance. The kinds of strategies which promote

immediate performance of a procedure are not necessarily those

which promote good retention of the procedure. For example, the

performance of those participants having access to the

02
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instructions or partner during the first procedural enactment of

a prccedure results in an initial performance which far exceeded

that of those participants who do not (O'Donnell, et al., in

press). However, after a delay of 5 days, the initial advantage

of the participants who had access to instructions/partners

disappeared and in fact, their performance fell below those of

participants who were not given unlimited prompting. The

combined use of a "planning" strategy and a "prompting" strategy

seems to promote the mental effort necessary to retain the

procedure in addition to producing good performance on the first

procedural enactment.

Affective outcomes. Affective outcomes are also influenced

by scripting differences. Participants satisfaction with their

partners, their liking for the materials, etc., have been

affected by the combinations of scripts and strategies which they

used (Larson, et al., 1986; O'Donnell, 1986).

Metacognitive outcomes. Differences in metacognitive

outcomes can also be achieved. As previously demonstrated in

the current research program, the use of experimenter-provided

scripts enhances the metacognitive activity of the cooperating

partners.

The use of an experimenter-provided script results in

participants making more accurate assessment of their performance

on a learning task (O'Donnell, Dansereau, et al., 1987) than

assessments of performance made by participants who generated

their own scripts. While the between-group differences in tha
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above analysis are not significant, they do provide, however,

some promising indicators that the ability of trainees to

detect/correct errors and evaluate their own performance can be

trained using relatively simple procedures.

Errors. The script manipulations also impact on the number

and kind of errors made by participants. Findings from the

current research program support those of Kern (1985) in that,

those who were allowed access to their instructions or partners

during training made fewer errors of omission and more errors of

*commission during training than those participants who did not

access their instructions/partners (O'Donnell et al., in press).

Using available prompts during training seems to facilitate a

more complete performance in terms, of the number of actions

included, despite some lack of accuracy in doing so.

According to Kern's analysis, the availability of a co-

worker "prompts" recognition of when information is needed.

Support for this analysis comes from the results of one

experiment conducted as part of the current research program

which compared the performance of a group of participants who

were specifically directed to learn about the equipment necessary

to perform a medical procedure and a group of participants who

were simply informed that they could refer to documents

describing the equipment if necessary (O'Donnell, Dan - x'

Hall, et al., 1988). It was anticipated that the performers

would be likely to need to have declarative knowledge of the

equipment in order to make correct choices of equipment.
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Participants who specifically learned about the equipment did not

make significantly more correct choices when performing than

those who did not learn this information specifically. It

appears that participants were able to refer to the instructional

materials for the appropriate information.

The current research program also extends the work of Kern

(1985) by examining the kinds of errors made during training and

the delayed performance of the an initially well-performed

procedure. While the prompted group completed more of the

procedure during training, they did so with some degree of

inaccuracy. The initial advantage of a more complete training

performance was not maintained over a five day delay period

(O'Donnell et al., in press). The "prompted" group (i.e., those

who had access to materials/partners during training) made more

errors of commission during training than the group who planned

first and then performed. The mere performance of most of the

necessary actions was not enough to maintain those actions in

memory over a five day interval. Perhaps the heightened

* metacognitive activity during the training episode was task-

specific, illustrating the need for both content-dependent and

independent goals in training approaches. In contrast, the

participants who used a script which incorporated a "planning"

sub-strategy made less errors of commission during t ... .

inclusion of a sub-strategy which focused on declarative

* knowledge of the procedure and which allowed for more opportunity

to detect errors appeared to improve the accuracy of the initial
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performance. In a subsequent experiment which combined the

advantages of prompting and planning resulted in a good initial

performance and retention of the performance.

The presence of a partner seems to be an important component

in improving metacognitive outcomes. Another important aspect

of the script which serves to enhance accuracy of performance is

the alternation of roles played by the cooperating partners

(O'Donnell, Rocklin, et al., 1987). The effect of alternation of

roles in this particular experiment was not on total amount of

information recalled, but on the accuracy with which the

information was recalled.

Content-independent CAMS. Scripted dyadic learning has

been shown to result in transfer to individual learning of

expository prose (McDonald et al., 1985) and technical text

(Lambiotte et al., 1987; in press; Larson et al.,1986).

Potential explanations for these effects include the possibility

that being exposed to the CAMS activities of another person

within the context of learning somewhat novel information may

provide the trainee with ideas about alternative approaches to

processing the information. The adaptation of the experimenter

scripts into the existing learning repertoire of the

* learner/trainee may also stimulate transfer to other information

processing activities (O'Donnell, Dansereau, Rocklin, Lambiotte,

Hythecker, Larson, & Young, 1985). Variations in the strategy

components of a script (teaching role vs. learning role) have

also been shown to promote the transfer of skills to new
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situations (Lambiotte et al., in press).

There is evidence that social skills, in addition to

cognitive skills, can also be transferred from an initial

cooperative learning experience. Participants who used an

experimenter provided script when engaging in an initial

cooperative task later reported liking a second partner more than

those participants whose initial experience did not involve the

use of a script (O'Donnell, Dansereau, et al., 1987).

Processes and Outcomes

The script manipulations successfully impact on the nature

of the processing engaged in by cooperating dyads. The actual

time spent on various parts of the learning task are influenced

by the nature of the script/strategy combinations used

(O'Donnell et al., in press). Those who spent more time in

preparing to perform an actual medical procedure recalled more of

the information about the task after a delay than those who spent

less time on preparation. Conversely, those who spend more time

on performance during training, actually performed best after a

delay.

The errors made during training when performing a medical

procedure were also influenced by the scripts used. Differences

* in the nature of errors made as a result of the scripting

manipulations later impacted on delayed performance of thp task

In other experiments, participants' perceptions of their own

efforts were influenced by the script manipulations (Lambiotte et

al., in press; Lambiotte et al., 1987). These differences in
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perceived effort and time expenditure were also related to

outcomes.

Summary

The script manipulations were successful in controlling the

activation of cognitive/motor, affective, metacognitive, and

social processes. Differences in outcomes which tapped these

same dimensions (both content-dependent and content-independent)

were also found as a result of the script/strategy combinations

and differential activation of CAMS processes during training.

*Selecting Strategy Components for Scripts: General Principles

The basic principles guiding the selection of strategies for

inclusion in the prototypical script are derived from an analogy

drawn between the kinds of tasks examined as part of this

research program and the development of other skills, such as

reading.

Analogy to other skills. The processes involved in the

deployment of the prototypical script (see Figure 1) are similar

to those involved in the development of other skills. For

example, language is first acquired by reception (parental

chatter, etc), initial practice (babbling, or 1-to 2-word

sentence), feedback, and finally, the internalization of thought.

This last phase might be considered the automatization of

language.

The same procedure is followed for the acquisition of

reading skills. First, someone reads aloud to the child, the

child learns to associate written words with meaning, learns to
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read aloud to himself or herself, eventually subvocalizes when

he/she reads, and finally, reads silently to himself or herself.

The analogy drawn between these skills and the skills used

when deploying the script described in this paper J.s a rather

rough, imprecise analogy. It does, however, allow us to identify

a number of important principles. These principles relate to the

availability of a model, initial practice, feedback, and the

internalization or automatization of a specific skill. There is

a fading from a very public exercise of the skill (initial

practice) to a more private exercise of the skill (automated

performance. The following paragraphs will describe how these

same principles can be found, embedded in the general script and

component strategies.

Modeling. The scripts provide the opportunity to observe

another engaging in cognitive activity. Because thinking is such

a private activity, it is very difficult to observe. The problem

of making cognitive activity visible can be solved by the

inclusion of such strategies as overt verbalization or

summarization of text contents, performance of actions described

in the text, etc.

Initial practice. While serving as a model of cognitive,

affective, and metacognitive activity to the observing partner,

the "modeling" partner is also experiencing an int '

of his/her understanding, communication capability, and/or

performance capability. This source of information is

invaluable. People have traditionally been found to be
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relatively weak at metacognitive activity (Brown, 1978). The

actual utilization of reading skill may have become automated to

the point where the reader is not aware of his/her own lack of

comprehension (Baker & Brown, 1984). The initial practice

provides a "triggering event" which prompts the exercise of

metacognitive skill and the affective skills which are likely to

be necessary as a result of discovering that a text was not

understood or the actions described were not correctly performed.

Feedback: The development of skills requires feedback on

the initial practice. The inclusion of the provision of feedback

as a strategy component of the general script provides the

partner who is engaging in an initial practice with an important

element in the development of cognitive skill.

Automation: Finally, the development of automation only

comes with extensive practice. However, a good beginning in the

development of specific skills can be ensured by the provision of

appropriate scripting.

Selecting Script Components: Specific Principles

4 The specific selection of script components is guided by the

CAMS framework in general, and two specific considerations: (1)

the goal of the task; and (2) individual differences which are

germane to that specific task.

Goals of the Task

It is evident that the goal of the task is of critical

4 importance in selecting the strategy components to embed in a

general script. The direct application of strategies which are
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effective with expository prose are not necessarily effective in

the domain of technical text-processing.

Selecting strategy components or modifying strategies is

best guided by a clear characterization of the target materials

and tasks. For example, if the task is to learn the overall and

sub-functions of a piece of equipment, the trainee will most

likely need to learn what each part of the equipment does and how

it affects other parts of the equipment. In this case, the use

of dynamic imagery as a script sub-strategy will allow t._-

trainee to view the equipment as an interacting set of

components.

The conceptualization of training processes and outcomes

within the framework of the CAMS model points to the complexity

of possible outcomes from a training scenario. The general

script, with appropriate modifications, can successfully promote

the simultaneous attainment of a number of different goals. In

cases where this is not possible, selections of -trategies will

depend on whether or not the goal of the task is one of immediate

successful performance without any concern about the social-

affective climate within which the task is performed, or whether

the goal is one of inculcating positive attitudes necessary for

continuous work, or ay- number of other possible goals.

How script variations are made. Variations in the

strategies actually incorporated into the prototypical script for

specific tasks generally revolve around variations in the task.

Examples of strategy variations as a result of ttkZr/'LtxL
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demands. Charney and Reder (1987) identified three components of

skill learning which provide an informative framework for the

analysis of tasks. The first of these components involves

learning novel concepts and functionality of novel

procedures/objects. We have previously described variations in

strategies (e.g., the use of static or dynamic imagery) which

resulted in differential recall of declarative knowledge of the

structure and function of equipment. Details of this particular

research can be found in Larson et al., (1986) and LambLaz e et

*al. (1986).

The second component of skill learning identified by Charney

and Reder (1987) is that of learning to execute procedures.

Adaptations to the general script in Figure 1 for the purpose of

learning to execute procedures involved successive approximation

of actual practice, beginning with mental imagery of the

execution of the procedure (Hythecker, et al., 1986), the use of

simulated movement (Hythecker, et al., 1986), and finally, the

actual enactment of the procedure itself (O'Donnell, Dansereau,

Hythecker, et al., 1988; in press; O'Donnell, Dansereau, Hall, et

al., 1988). Strategies which constituted actual practice were

more effective than those which did not. In addition, those

strategies which more closely simulated actual practice (e.g.,

the use of simulated movement) were more effective thAn the-se

which simply involved a mental rehearsal of the procedure, a

strategy previously shown to facilitate performance of skills

(McKay, 1981). Strategies which combined some of the potential
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benefits of mental rehearsal (reflectivity, Meichenbaum &

Goodman, 1971; error detection; Baker & Brown, 1984) with those

of actual practice appeared to provide the optimal script.

The third component of skill learning according to Charney

and Reder (1987) involves learning when to use the correct

procedure. This particular aspect of skill learning seems to

require both declarative and procedural knowledge of a specific

procedure. It appears that the declarative knowledge must be

available in order to make correct choices about which procedure

to use and when. One experiment in this particular research

program was conducted with the specific purpose of preliminarily

delineating the conditions in which it is necessary for a trainee

to learn about a procedure declaratively prior to having the

opportunity to acquire procedural knowledge about the task from

actually practicing the procedure (O'Donnell, Dansereau, Hall, et

al., 1988). For the particular procedure under investigation,

it appeared that the acquisition of declarative and procedural

knowledge can occur simultaneously, provided that the strategy

components which separately foster the acquisition of these two

kinds of knowledge (planning and prompting activities) are

incorporated in the general script.

Individual Differences

Individual differences have traditionally impacted on

academic learning (Hall, 1988; Hall, Rocklin, et al., 1988;

Slavin, 1987). Examples of individual differences which have

been shown to have relevance for such learning include vocabulary

40
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level (Larson et al., 1984) and cognitive style (Larson,

Dansereau, Goetz, & Young, 1985). These measures have proven to

be consistently related to performance on academic tasks.

However, there is some indication that the kinds of predictors

used in academic settings (e.g., basic skills scores, aptitude

tests, etc.) do not accurately predict job performance well

(Stedman & Kaestle, 1987). Wagner and Sternberg (1987)

differentiated between practical and academic intelligence and

has addressed the issue of the importance of cognitive styla a a

mediator of intelligent behavior. Other possible mediators of

performance in a technical training environment include

personality variables, preferences for certain kinds of tasks,

co-workers, and subjective reactions to features of the learning

environment (e.g., the other trainees, the learning tasks, etc.).

The role of academic predictors in the prediction of

technical training outcomes. The academic predictors which we

have examined include vocabulary level as measured by the Delta

Reading Vocabulary Test (Deignan, 1973). Scores on this measure

have been shown to be moderately correlated with SAT scores

(Dansereau, 1978). A second measure which has been associated

with successful academic achievement is the construct of field-

dependence/independence (Larson et al., 1985). The Group

Embedded Figures Test (Oltman, Witkin, & Raskin, 1971) has been

used to assess this construct.

In general, vocabulary level is not as strongly related to

outcomes from a technical training task as is usually found with
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more academic tasks (Hall, 1988). Vocabulary was a better

predictor of recall of descriptive than procedural text (Hall,

1988). Individual differences in vocabulary are also more

important for recall tasks than for performance tasks

(O'Donnell, Dansereau, & Rocklin, 1988).

Field-dependence/independence does not appear to be strongly

related to general outcomes; the effects of individual

differences on this dimension on outcomes seem to depend on the

particular script-strategy combination being used by coopeai1.naq

dyads. In one experiment (O'Donnell et al., in press), strategy

manipulations were ineffective in creating differences in recall,

irrespective of the participant's degree of field-dependence.

This was not true, however, for the performance measures.

Participants who were field-dependent performed best in those

groups which involved a strategy component allowing them access

to their instructions or partners. The reverse was true for

field-independent students who performed best when they trained

in groups with strategy components which required greater

dependence on personal (versus externalized) memory. In a second

experiment in which all participants had access to partners

and/or instructions during training, the interaction of field-

dependence/independence with script was not found. The addition

of "prompting" as a strategy component may have served to

alleviate problems for field-dependent participants.

The impact of individual differences on dimensions which

typically denote success/failure on academic tasks appears to

'.qr.
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depend on the target task and the particular script-strategy

combinations.

Individual differences and material type. Interactions of

individual differences with the recall of different types of

material have been found (Hall, Rocklin, et al., 1988).

Induction ability (Ekstrom, French, & Harman, 1976) significantly

predicted recall of structural/functional information by dyads.

This is possibly due to the fact that learning this kind of

information require organization skills and the successful dyadic

learner must be able to integrate more pieces of information from

more sources than the individual learner of the same material.

The recall of procedural information typically is more

difficult to predict than that of structural/functional or

descriptive information. In one experiment (Skaggs, et al.,

1987), higher scores on a measure of "deep processing" (the

ability to critically evaluate and compare and contrast

information) facilitated the recall of procedural information.

Social orientation, Participants who score high on a

measure of social orientation perform better when they study in

dyads than those who show lower social orientation (Hall,

Rocklin, et al., 1988).

Summary

Individual differences appear to have an important irrnr' -%n

performance with technical training materials, depending on the

nature of the task, the scripts/strategies used, and the mode of

assessment.
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Overview Summary

A prototypical script was identified which provides the

learner in a technical training environment with an efficient and

effective method for acquiring technical information and

performing concrete procedures. Important sub-strategies of this

prototypical script include the use of multiple iterations

through the target material/task, active processing of

information, elaboration of the material, and the use of

feedback. Although the script can be used individually, the

optimal use of the script involves cooperation among pairs of

learners, who alternating between the roles of recaller/performer

and that of listener/observer.

The use of the CAMS framework of cognitive/motor task

performance provides a useful method of encapsulating the variety

of processes involved in learning in a technical environment and

also is a useful framework for summarizing the outcomes from such

training. The activation of cognitive/motor, affective,

metacognitive, and social processes and outcomes can be

controlled by manipulations of the prototypical script.

While the prototypical script is generally effective,

adaptations must be made to accommodate the characteristics of

specific kinds of technical information (e.g., structura!' cr

tasks (e.g., immediate or delayed performance). The use of the

CAMS framework guides the selection of task- or material-

specific adaptations. These adaptations generally involve

21!
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relatively minor changes, usually at the sub-strategy level.

Individual differences must also be considered in the adaptation

of the general script. Specific examples of such adaptations can

be found in Appendix D.

The prototypical script which has been developed, and the

guidelines identified for task/goal specific adaptations of that

script, address many of the problems in technical education which

were identified by Resnick (1987). The script involves an

intersection of typical academic approaches to instruction (e.g.,

the use of text processing strategies) with the specific features

of the technical training environment. These features included

the social context of learning in such environments and the

differing demands of technical text processing.

In the beginning of this paper, we noted that the learner in

a technical training environment is faced with difficulties posed

by the presentation of technical information and the

unavailability of appropriate learning methods. The difficulties

experienced by the learner will be ameliorated by the use of the

scripts described here. The remaining problem is to identify

methods for improving the quality of presentation of technical

information.
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Improving the Presentation of Technical Information

Three major categories of criticisms have been levelled

against the general presentation quality of technical manuals and

supporting documentation. Firstly, the reading level of the

texts have, in many instances, exceeded the reading comprehension

skills of the intended users (Kern, 1985). Secondly, in many

instances, decisions about the content to be included in these

manuals appear to have been made with little understanding of the

intended users' needs or the situations in which the materials

will be used (Kern, 1985). Thirdly, the presentation of

technical information relies heavily on the use of illustrations.

Unfortunately, there is substantial evidence that suggests that

learners experience a great deal of difficulty processing this

type of information (Dwyer, 1978) and even greater difficulty

integrating it with text (Pinker, 1985). There has been little

research which has examined how individuals process visual

information of the kind found in technical training or user

manuals. In addition, little research has addressed the problem

of how individuals use and integrate combinations of visuals and

text (Pinker, 1985; Stone & Crandall, 1982).

Knowledge Maps

One technique for presenting technical information which has

the potential to ameliorate some of the previously identified

problems is the use of multiple-relationship knowledge maps

(Dansereau, O'Donnell, & Lambiotte, 1988). Multiple-
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relationship knowledge maps are two-dimensional spatial/verbal

representations of infoLcmation. These types of displays convey

information by presenting concepts or ideas and their

interrelationships in the form of node-link networks (see Figure

3 for an example). One important advantage of knowledge maps

over more conventional displays, such as flow charts and

hierarchies, is that maps have the capacity to represent a

variety of relationships and structures in a single display.

Insert Figure 3 about here

While such maps have not previously been examined in the

context of technical training, there is some evidence which

suggests their potential value in that domain. Map development

appears to assist the instructor in understanding the nuances of

a knowledge domain and helps in the identification of portions of

the domain that may pose learning difficulties (Camperell &

Smith, 1982; Hawk & McLeod, 1983). Knowledge maps produced by

experts inform learners about the interrelationships of ideas and

the logical connections between higher-order and lower-order

concepts (Armbruster & Anderson, 1984).

Potential of Knowledge Maps to Reduce the Reading Difficulty of

Technical Text

The use of knowledge maps in the presentation of technical

text has the potential to reduce the reading difficulty of the

texts. One of the primary contributors to "reading difficulty"
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is the syntactic complexity of the writing. In knowledge maps,

the basic unit of information is the "node-link-node"

proposition, which is comparable to a simple, active, declarative

sentence (see Figure 3). Syntactic complexity is therefore kept

to a minimum in the development of these maps.

In addition to a possible reduction in syntactic complexity,

the spatial skills of the user can be engaged in the acquisition

of information from knowledge maps. The information processing

burden of the learner with low verbal skills may thus be

*potentially alleviated. The use of a summary set of

relationships (links between nodes; see Figure 4) to connect

ideas also reduces the amount of verbiage in the presentation of

the information.

Insert Figure 4 about here

Potential of KnowledQe Maps to Improve the Usability of

Technical Text

One major problem with the use of technical information is

that the intended users of such information (e.g., technicians)

do not use the training/user manuals (Kern, 1985; Wright,

Creighton, & Threlfall, 1982). Reasons given for failure to use

such information included complaints about the content cf the

manuals, difficulties experienced in locating the appropriate

information in the manuals, and complaints that the manual was

too cumbersome to use when performing the task.
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Evidence from the current research program has demonstrated

the importance of "prompting" or reference to the

instructions/partner in achieving optimal outcomes from a

training episode (e.g., Dansereau, 1987a; O'Donnell et al., in

press; O'Donnell, Dansereau, Hythecker, et al., 1988). Kern

(1985) has also demonstrated that reference to the instructions

when performing a task is associated with superior performance on

the task. The use of knowledge maps has the potential to enhance

the accessibility (and consequent usability) of technical

information because the macrostructure of the information

presented in the form of a knowledge map is readily available to

the reader/user and the relationships between different pieces of

information are clearly delineated.

A second problem related to the use of technical manuals is

the varying needs of the users. We have shown that the use of

different sub-strategies when processing technical text serves to

highlight different kinds of information (Lambiotte, et al.,

1986). The use of knowledge maps also has the potential to

highlight different kinds of information by the spatial

arrangement of the information. In addition, since knowledge

maps allow multiple processing routes through the information,

* different users (e.g., maintenance vs. trouble-shooting

personnel) can tailor their processing to fit their needs and

preferences.

0
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Potential of Knowledge Mavs to Delineate the Relationship of

Visual and Verbal Information

One of the difficulties students have with pictorial

information is relating it to the relevant textual information.

Knowledge maps allow the linking of pictorial information

directly into the knowledge structure (see Figure 3). This

direct linkage should assist the reader in interpreting and

integrating the illustrations.

Preliminary Data on the Use of Knowledge Maps

A number of findings from pilot work conducted on the

presentation of technical information via knowledge maps have

provided some tentative support for the potential value of these

maps in a technical training context (O'Donnell, Dansereau,

Lambiotte, et al., 1988; O'Donnell, Dansereau, & Pitre, 1988;

Hall, Dansereau, Lambiotte, et al., 1988). Delayed recall data

and performance data indicated that learning a medical procedure

from maps can lead to relatively effective long-term memory of

the information, and under some conditions can result in good

performance of the target procedure. Exposure to knowledge maps

as a learning tool results in subsequent improvement in both map

and text processing. Participants reported that they learned

more about their study skills when they used maps.

Both structured and open-ended questionnaire data collected

during these preliminary experiments support the efficacy of maps

as instructional devices. Participants were generally pcsitive
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about the use of maps. The generation of positive affect towards

the material may be of real importance in a technical training

environment as Kern (1985) has noted that many workers exhibited

negative attitudes to the technical materials they were required

to use.

The efficacy of knowledge maps appears to depend on the

nature of the domain of information presented and they seem to be

most suited to the presentation of procedural information. The

preliminary work conducted to date also indicates that the

learners' spatial scanning abilities may have an important impact

on their acquisition of information from knowledge maps.

General Summary

The problems involved in designing appropriate technical

training environments are primarily related to difficulties posed

by a diversity of instructional goals and methods inherent in

such environments. Specifically, there are major problems

associated with the presentation and processing of technical text

and the utilization of such texts to perform concrete procedures

in a social context.

The focus of this research program has been on the

identification of successful learner-based scripts for the

K processing of technical text and the performance of concrete

procedures. Given the wide variety of materials utilized in a

* job setting (Mikulecky, 1982), the development of flexible

learner-based approaches to technical training appears to' have
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important and immediate applicability.

The development of technical learning scripts involved the

adaptation of successful text-processing scripts to the demands

of technical information processing. The prototypical script

involved the use of cooperating dyads and the controlled

activation of cognitive/motor, affective, metacognitive, and

social processes (CAMS). Adaptation of the prototypical script

to specific task demands (e.g., different material types,

different desired outcomes) were guided by Dansereau's (1986)

CAMS framework for task performance and Anderson's (1982) skill

acquisition theory. The adaptations made to the typical script

involved manipulations of sub-strategies of the script.

The results of the research program demonstrated that the

scripting of the CAMS activities of learners is successful;

cooperative learning is more effective with technical information

tasks than individual efforts; and manipulations of the

prototypical script to accommodate specific task demands led to

enhanced performance.

The latter part of the research program provided a

preliminary examination of the use of knowledge maps as a means

of improving the presentation/usability of technical text.

Results of preliminary experimentation indicate that the use of

knowledge maps has the potential to facilitate the communication

of procedural information.

Combining scripted cooperation among peers and the use of

knowledge maps may produce even further benefits by easing the

0,.
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difficulties experienced by learners with the presentation of

information and by facilitating the use of such presentations for

the purpose of performing target tasks.
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Figure 1. PROTOTYPICAL SCRIPT

Both partners read the first
section of the text.

Partner A reiterates the information
without looking at the text.

C,,Od, 6Ju YOU
Partner B provides feedback, without ,

I ~looking at the text. &%d u~~o

Both partners elaborate on I he an
the information. i- q C OLL

Both partners read the
second section of the text.

P..

Partners A and B switch roles 
well,.

for the second section. WAS.-

A and B continue in this manner until
they have completed the passage.
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APPENDIX B

An Analysis of Subjective Reactions During

the Learning of a Concrete Procedure

Abstract

This work is an exploratory attempt (a) to assess the value

of "graffects," a post-activity measure which cues the

learner to recall subjective reactions at specific points

during the learning process, and (b) to examine subjective

reactions in the context of a procedural learning task and

cooperative (dyad) learning strategies. Each of the 98

undergraduate psychology students who participated in the

study was randomly assigned to one of four learning

strategy groups: (a) no-strategy individuals, (b) prompting

only dyads, (c) distributed planning plus prompting dyads,

or (d) pre- (massed) planning plus prompting dyads.

Participants learned how to set up and start an intravenous

infusion; they were then asked to chart, via graffects,

their subjective reactions over the course of this learning

episode. At a later time, each completed written recall

and performance of the procedure and responded to a

questionnaire on subjective reactions to the task. Results

indicated that (a) graffects provided unique information on

changes in subjective reactions, and (b) learning strategy

had significant impact on subjective reactions. The

appearance of patterns of subjective responses by strategy

group suggests that over a longer period of time the impact

of these responses on outcome measures would be more

apparent.

0
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AN ANALYSIS OF SUBJECTIVE REACTIONS DURING

THE LEARNING OF A CONCRETE PROCEDURE

Research to date suggests that subjective reactions,

such as anxiety and feelings of competency, play important

roles in the processes and outcomes of learning (Sarason

1987; Weiner, 1982; Wicklund & Gollwitzer, 1983). The

possibility that these reactions may impact on a learning

experience demands an attempt to understand the dynamics

involved and specify critical variables. An understanding

of this factor may add significantly to the precision with

which we evaluate, develop, or prescribe particular

curricula or learning strategies.

Tangible cognitive outcomes, such as recall or

performance measures, are usually considered the "bottom

line" in the evaluation of a learning or instructional

strategy. We suggest, however, that even when negative

reactions to a single learning experience show minimal

effects on outcome measures, we should consider the effect

of such a reaction over an extended period of time. If

response to a learning strategy or instructional technique

is negative, or negative during the course of learning, and

positive only as the process concludes, can we expect such

a strategy to be efficient and/or productive on a long-term

basis? If not, then perhaps subjective reactions should be

considered as supplements to objective measures and used as

*
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indices of individual performance patterns, ability to be a

team player, and motivation for subsequent training.

Patterns of subjective reactions to a learning episode

may suggest why certain training scenarios are successful

or unsuccessful. Such indications might promote a

reworking of the approach or allow more precision in its

use. Patterns of reactions may also be useful in the

tailoring or selection of instructional methods for

specific individuals. A knowledge of how an individual

reacts during the learning process may serve as a basis for

selecting individuals for future tasks and/or training

scenarios.

Our focus in this paper is on the impact of subjective

reactions during the course of learning a concrete

procedure, the administration of an intravenous injection.

Our interest is in understanding differential impacts of

subjective reactions with respect to cooperative (dyad)

versus individual learning techniques.

A Working Definition of Subjective Reactions

We will use the term "subjective reactions" to refer

broadly to the "feeling" responses of participants in a

learning task. Table 1 delineates the particular responses

we have considered here. These can be contrasted with

objective measures such as the recall/comprehension of

learned material or performance of a learned procedure.
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While we have made no attempt to categorize these reactions

as cognitive, affective, metacognitive, or social in

nature, each reflects aspects of the "CAMS"

conceptualization of dyadic learning, a model discussed in

more detail at a later point in this paper. We have

brought these together under the global heading of

"subjective reactions" because all are reactions which

might influence performance on a learning task, and none

are readily observable responses to such a task.

Insert Table 1 about here

Our operational definition of a subjective reaction is

clearly contingent on the tool we use to measure that

reaction. A wide range of research efforts suggest that

subjective reactions are difficult to document, and may, in

fact, be altered by the nature of the instrument with which

they are measured (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1977; Ericsson &

Simon, 1980; Scheier & Carver, 1983; Wicklund & Gollwitzer,

1983). Our measurement device for the present study was a

series of graphs called "graffects," a post-activity

measure which cues the learner to recall processing

states--feelings--at specific points in time during the

learning task. This tool was developed by Dansereau and

associates (Hall et al., 1987) in the course of research on

Jp.'
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dyadic learning strategies. Figure 1 shows a sample graph,

and Table 1 indicates the question addressed by each graph.

Insert Figure 1 about here

Figure 2 shows the nine points on the graph that were

used as scores in subsequent analyses. Learners were asked

to chart fluctuations in feeling over time, rather than to

produce a single, absolute value for response to an entire

procedure. Although one aspect of analysis involved an

average of these scores over time, the intent was to allow

sensitivity to changes in feeling. Our operational

definition of a subjective reaction, then, is a learner's

response/score on a graffect graph.

Insert Figure 2 about here

Objectives

This work, part of a government contract to study, the

effect of dyadic learning strategies (learning in pairs) on

the acquistion of procedural skills, focused on four

primary objectives. These objectives consisted of

exploratory attempts to accomplish the following:

1. Assess the value of graffects: How does this

instrument differ from traditional posttask measures of

2 12 L-.'
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subjective reactions?

2. Determine the impact of subjective reactions in the

context of a procedural learning taski How do subjective

reactions relate to objective outcome measures?

3. Determine the impact of dyadic learning strategies

on subjective reactions: Do different strategy groups show

different patterns of subjective reaction over the vourse

of the learning task?

4. Assess the impact of subjective reactions to

partners: Are similarity of partners' subjective responses

("harmony") and awareness of partner's reactions

("transpersonal metacognition") important variables?

Prior Work on Subjective Responses in Learning

The relationship between subjective responses and

learning has received notably less attention than the

relationship between specific learning/teaching strategies

and more efficient learning and/or better results on

subsequent tests of that learning. As noted above, valid

assessment of subjective responses is not a simple task.

Perhaps the most difficult problem is that subjective

responses are manifested in a variety of ways, including

both covert responses that are not open to public

* inspection and overt responses that are open both to public

inspection and misinterpretation.

Learning/teaching strategies, on the other hand, are

0
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more often straightforward, overt manipulations of learning

behavior; effectiveness of strategies can be readily

measured by evaluating such products as paper and pencil

tests or physically performed tasks. Obtaining better test

performance through strategy manipulation is a viable goal

which has produced wide-ranging research and development

efforts (Allen, 1971; Lambiotte et al., 1987). These

efforts do not, however, give a complete picture of what

happens during learning: we still cannot routinely predict

with a high degree of accuracy an individual's test scores,

academic performance, or job performance (Mitchell &

Piatkowska, 1974; Stedman & Kaestle, 1987). Looking at

ability level, a logical source of individual difference,

still does not allow adequate prediction of learning and

performance (Wagner & Sternberg, 1985). Nor does

successful performance in one learning arena predict

success in another: Traditional predictors of academic

.' performance have only accounted for 8% to 13% of the

variance in job performance (O'Donnell & Dansereau, 1988;

Stedman & Kaestle, 1987). Clearly, there are influences on

the learning process which go beyond basic ability level

and the type of strategy used. Evidence suggests that at

least one of those influences is the subjective reactions

of the learner (Gilligan & Bower, 1984i Isen et al., 1987;

Sternberg, 1987).
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Studies dealing with the manipulation of affect to

produce better learning/performance have been more limited

in scope than those targeting strategies, but have yielded

results suggesting that affect does indeed influence the

learning process and product. Two studies by Bower and

associates (Bower, Gilligan, & Monteiro, 1981; Bower,

Monteiro, & Gilligan, 1978) indicate that memory for

content of material studied is better when a learner's

emotional state during testing matches his emotional state

during the study phase. This effect has been obtained with

a wide range of learners, from kindergartners and third

graders (Bartlett et al., 1983) to psychiatric patients

(Henry et al., 1973).

The Problem of Measuring Subjective Responses

In an initial study using the graffects instrument,

Hall and associates (Hall et al., 1987) clearly outline the

problems involved in the measurement of subjective

responses. While psychophysiological measures such as GSR,

heart rate, and brain wave activity are well documented as

measures of subjective responses (Johnson & Donchin, 1985;

Kramer et al., 1985), they involve use of expensive

equipment and a physical intrusion on the task at hand.

Use of trained observers can also be both expensive and

intrusive. Perhaps the most serious problem with these two

techniques, however, is that we have no knowledge of the

64
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internal mental processing which leads to or follows these

observed responses.

Self-report instruments do provide a view of internal

mental processing. Although that view may be clouded both

by a lack of awareness of one's own processing and by the

extent of any need to conceal the nature of that

processing, self-report does add a dimension to our

understanding. If nothing else, it provides an additional

behavioral measure which can be taken during or at the end

of a learning task. Like psychophysical measures and

*trained observers, however, self-report measures

*, administered during a task can be intrusive, and can

interfere with performance of the task (Cacioppo & Petty,

1981). On the other hand, post-activity (after the fact)

self-reports have been shown to be inaccurate if the

reporter's attention is not directed initially toward the

information to be requested and of questionable validity if

adequate retrieval cues are not provided (Ericsson & Simon,

1980).

Advantages of Using Graffects

Subjective responses listed in Table 1 reflect the

four major aspects of a model of dyadic cooperative

learning developed by Dansereau and his colleagues

(Dansereau, 1988). This "CAMS" model asserts that a

learning task which requires interaction between two people
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will elicit four types of responses:

1. (C) Cognitive/motor responses, focusing on evidence

of comprehension, recall, problem solving, and skilled

performance;

2. (A) Affective responses, such as pleasure,

displeasure, anxiety;

3. (M) Metacognitive responses, dealing with

monitoring and correcting the processes and products of the

cognitive system; and

4. (S) Social responses, dealing with reactions to

one's learning partner.

Within the CAMS model, all of these responses are

expected to interact to a greater or lesser degree,

depending on the nature of the task and characteristics of

the learner, to affect learning. All four types of

responses are tapped by graffects, thus providing not only

a measure of change in these responses over the course of

learning but also a theoretical framework to guide data

analysis.

An initial study of graffects by Hall et al. (1987),

done within the context of scripted cooperative learning,

suggests that this assessment tool is internally reliable

and reliable on test-retest. Factor analysis produced

three independent and replicable dimensions which were

consistent with the CAMS model: self-report, reaction to

0
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partner, and anxiety. When participants are sufficiently

familiar with the tool (a critical factor also identified

by Ericsson and Simon (19801, it is se.aitive to both

performance and situational manipulations.

Cooperative/Procedural Learning: A Viable Context

for the Study of Subjective Responses

When two people must cooperate to accomplish a

learning task, much of the learning process becomes public

and provides a feedback mechanism not available to the

individual learner alone. We might expect successes and

failures to be more salient to partners than they might be

to an individual learner. In the process of verbally

elaborating learned material to his partner, a student may

discover that he actually knows more (or less) than his

private thoughts had indicated. He reveals this not only

to himself, but to his partner as well. Thus, since the

evaluation process may be heightened, there may also be an

increased awareness of one's feelings: It is embarrassing

to perform poorly, and ego-boosting to perform well.

While dyadic learning strategies provide fertile

ground for subjective response, there is also a distinct

advantage to studying these responses within the confines

of procedural tasks: procedural tasks have discrete,

concrete outcomes. What is to be learned (a procedure) is

clearly delineated and readily measured via verbal/written
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recall and performance. Personal interpretations and

inferences that increase the difficulty of evaluating

outcome measures with respect to other types of learning

tasks (such as comprehension of literary or historical

expositions) are relatively absent from the procedural

task. Dansereau and associates over the past ten years

have focused extensive research efforts on dyadic learning

strategies as applied to procedural tasks.

A recent study from this group (e.g., O'Donnell,

Dansereau, Hall, & Rocklin, 1987) provides support for the

concern that subjective reaction to partners may have

long-term consequences: Partners with experience in

scripted dyads had more positive attitudes toward

subsequent partners than learners in unscripted dyads, and

found later learning situations less anxiety-provoking than

those who studied alone. Learners less sensitive to public

opinion, as indicated by measures of public and private

self-consciousness, recalled more information and did so

with greater accuracy than those who were more sensitive to

the opinions of others. This last result suggests that

learners who are very sensitive to what others think of

them may react adversely in a dyadic task, to the extent

that learning outcomes may be negatively affected.

Recapitulation

Our intent here is to closely examine the role of

0 -
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participants' subjective reactions during the learning of a

procedural task. We are concerned with the value of our

measuring instrument, the extent to which subjective

reactions may affect outcome, the manner in which learning

strategy may affect subjective reactions, and, finally, the

impact on outcome or process of subjective reactions to

learning partners.

Method

Participants

Ninety-eight participants from undergraduate

psychology classes at Texas Christian University completed

all phases of the experiment. They received credit in

their respective courses in return for their participation.

Materials

Participants were required to learn how to set up and

start an intravenous infusion (IV). This procedure had

been used in a previous experiment (O'Donnell et al., in

press).

Information for performing the task was provided in a

text passage divided into four sections of approximately

equal length (450 words per section). Participants were

provided with the necessary equipment (including a rubber

arm). Participants were videotaped during training and

test performances of the IV procedure.
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Procedure

Each participant was assigned to one of four learning

strategy groups. Each then took part in two experimental

sessions (approximately 100 min each).

Sessions. During the first session, participants were

familiarized with the graffects instrument and given

strategy instructions (see strategy groups below). They

were then allowed 60 min to learn and perform the IV

procedure in accordance with their strategy instructions.

At the end of this session, participants were asked to

chart, via graffects, their subjective reactions over the

course of the task.

During the second session, which occurred after an

interval of five days, each participant took a written

recall test over the text material studied at the previous

session and performed the task of setting up and

administering an IV. Participants were directed to

describe what they were doing as they performed the

administration of the IV, thus providing information about

their ability to orally communicate about the procedure.

Test order for the two tasks was counterbalanced within

dyad, with one member of a dyad performing the procedure

first and then recalling, while his or her partner did the

reverse. Half of the participants in the individual

no-strategy group were assigned to each of the test order
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conditions. Test performances were videotaped.

Strategygroups. The four strategy groups included

one group of individuals and three groups in which

participants learned in same-sex dyads, or pairs. All dyad

strategy groups permitted partner prompting or feedback

during "planning"--describing aloud the plan for performing

the procedure--and during actual performance of the

procedure. Groups varied with respect to initiation of the

planning/performance procedures.

Group 1: No-Strategy Individuals (n=18). For this

group there was no experimenter-provided strategy;

participants studied IV materials alone and practiced the

procedure alone.

Group 2: Prompting Only (n=26). Both partners in a

dyad read a section of the instructions. One partner

performed that part of the procedure described in the

section and his/her partner prompted--provided feedback on

any errors made. The material was divided into four such

sections; partners alternated roles after each section.

Group 3: Distributed Planning with Prompting (n=27).

After each section, one partner first planned, or described

aloud how that part of the procedure would be done, and

then performed the procedure. This partner was prompted by

the second member of the dyad. Roles were reversed for the

next section, until each of the sections was completed.
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Group 4: Pre-planning with Prompting (n=27). After

each section one partner planned aloud how that part of the

procedure would be done while the other partner prompted.

Roles were then reversed for the next section, until each

of the sections had been studied and planned. Then each

partner performed in turn the section he/she had planned.

Analysis

Variables/Statistical Techniques

Using SPSS, statistical measures included factor

analyses, repeated measures and one-way ANOVAs, and

correlations. With strategy group as the independent

variable, dependent measures were delineated as follows:

Written Recall/Performance Scores

Both written recall and test performance videotapes

were scored by trained raters, according to predetermined

keys, and without knowledge of group affiliation. Scoring

procedures were based on those developed by Meyer (1975)

and by Holley, Dansereau, McDonald, Garland, and Collins

(1979). The scoring key for the written recall consisted

of a list of all propositions, or idea units, from the IV

passage. The scoring key for test performance consisted of

a list of all idea units from the written recall key which

described an action to be completed while performing an

administration of intravenous therapy. The written recall

score was thus the total number of idea units recalled,

0
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while the performance score was the total number of actions

performed during testing. Verbalizations during

performance testing were also scored using the performance

key, with total number of actions verbalized as the score.

Interrater reliability for scoring the written recall

tests, the performances, and verbalizations during

performance was established by having a colleague rescore a

randomly selected subset of the videotapes (16%).

Reliability coefficients of .91, .93, and .94 were achieved

for recall, performance, and verbalization scores,

respectively.

Individual Graffects Scores

An overall score was calculated for each graph for

each subject based on the average of all nine data points

(see Figure 2). In addition, three time period scores were

calculated for each graph for each subject based on

averages of the three data points within each of the three

time periods of the learning procedure.

Harmony and Transpersonal

Metacognition Scores

"Harmony" scores served as an index to the similarity

of partner's fluctuations in feelings (e.g., for any one

graph, did both feel more positive in the first period,

less positive in the third?). Using the nine values

(overall) or three values (time period) of equidistant

% %
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graph points, a correlation was obtained between values for

the first member of a dyad and values for the second

member. This correlation served as the harmony "score."

For example, a correlation was obtained between the

first member's nine values on graph 7 (How good was your

concentration?) and the nine values produced by the second

member on graph 7. A harmony score was obLained for each

dyad for each of the 11 graphs in the series.

"Transpersonal metacognition" scores served as an

index to participants' abilities to perceive changes in

their partners' feelings. As with the harmony score, this

involved using the nine or three values of graph points to

obtain a correlation--the score--between values for the

first member of the dyad and values for the second member.

in this case the graphs used for the correlations were:

-- graph 4 (first member) and graph 8 (second member):

How motivated were you?/How motivated was your partner?

-- graph 9 and graph 5: How aware was your partner of

your reactions?/How aware were you of your partner's

reactions?

-- graph 10 and graph 6: How How anxious was your

partner?/How anxious were you?

-- graph 11 and graph 2: How do you think your

partner feels toward you?/How do you feel about your

partner?

S*
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Post-Questionnaire Items

Items on the post-questionnaire asked subjects to rate

on a one to ten scale their responses to the overall

learning process (a global response). Included were such

items as "How motivated were you while learning/performing

the intravenous therapy? How nervous were you?"

Results

Initial Data Analyses on Strategy

Initial data analyses with respect to strategy group

are described in O'Donnell, Dansereau, Hythecker et al.

(1988). The distributed planning group was found superior

to the other three groups with respect to performance, oral

communication of the procedure, and attitude towards their

partners. No statistically significant between-group

differences were found for written recall. Written recall

of the procedure was enhanced by prior performance and

performance was enhanced by prior recall (see Table 2).

Insert Table 2 about here

Value of Gr.,ffects

How does this instrument differ from traditional

posttask measures? There are several findings which

suggest that graffects are, in fact, different from the

traditional post-questionnaire which was also administered:

dS
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1. Correlations of the graffects with items of the

posttask questionnaire varied with time periods. For

example, overall scores for feelings about material (graph

1) were significantly correlated with 16 of the 21

pcst-questionnaire items, as were 12 of the time period 1

scores and 12 of the time period 2 scores. However, only

one post-questionnaire item was significantly correlated

with time period 3 scores for graph 1 (see Table 3). This

pattern generally repeated itself across all the graffects

measures, with higher correlations between the first two

time period scores and post-questionnaire items.

Insert Table 3 about here

2. Factor analysis using overall averages of dyad data

on all eleven graphs produced three clear factors: ratings

of self, including feelings about performance (graph 3),

-. material (graph 1), motivation (graph 4), and concentration

(graph 7); ratings of feelings about partner (graphs 9, 5,

2, & 11); and anxiety (graphs 6 & 10; see Table 4).

However, a similar factor analysis using time period

averages (three scores, as opposed to one overall score,

for each graph) produced four factors and indicated that

self-ratings actually break into two factors, with the

first and third time periods loading on separate factorsC.
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and the second time period spanning both. Partner

awareness and anxiety again appeared as separate factors

(see Table 5).

Insert Tables 4 & 5 about here

3. Factor analysis, of time period averages, based on

data from all four groups and omitting partner ratings,

again produced separate factors for first and third time

periods for feelings about material, performance, and

motivation. Anxiety and concentration appeared as

separate factors (see Table 6).

Insert Table 6 about here

These results suggest that graffects do, in fact, add

a dimension not available through a traditional post-task

measure: they provide indication of changes in reactions

during the learning process. A "one question" posttask

measure may register the "average" reaction or the

strongest reaction; in any case, patterns of reactions are

lost, just as they are when graffects points are averaged.

Relation to Outcome Measures

How do subjective responses relate to objective

outcome measures (i.e., recall and performance scores)?
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Across all subjects and time periods, relationships between

graffects and outcome measures appear relatively weak.

Only two correlations of overall scores with outcome

measures (performance) were significant: concentration (r

= .183) and performance (r = .173). Correlations of three

time period scores, period 1 concentration with recall

outcome, and periods 2 and 3 performance with performance

outcome, were significant. A closer look at strategy

groups and time periods, however, reveals some additional

significant correlations:

1. Positive feelings toward a partner and heightened

awareness of partner were negatively correlated with both

recall and performance scores for the prompting only group

(r= -.42 to -.51). The opposite was true for the

distributed planning group: the correlations were positive

(r > .50).

2. The pre-planning group showed no similar partner

effects; for this group there were significant positive

correlations with outcome measures for concentration and

motivation (r = .37 to .55).

3. These effects (in 1 and 2 above) are seen most

clearly in the second and third time periods. This lends

support to the conclusion that the graffects tool does tap

changes in subjective responses over time, and that some of

these changes are related to variance in outcome measures.

)[Z
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4. For the individual strategy group we found no

significant correlations between subjective reactions and

outcome measures, overall or for any of the time periods.

These results suggest that subjective reactions may be

playing differential roles within strategy g-roups, making

impact on outcome less immediately apparent. Partner

effects are salient features for two strategies with

respect to outcome, but in opposite directions, and for the

third dyad strategy, pre-planning, these effects appear to

play little role. Concentration and motivation figured in

outcome for only the pre-planning group. Results here

indicate the need for a closer examination of the rcle of

subjective reactions within strategy groups (see following

section).

Impact of Strategy on Subjective Response

Do the different strategy groups show different

patterns of subjective reaction over the course of the

learning task?

1. Using overall averages, a series of one-way ANOVAs

were conducted. Only one statistically significant

difference, F(2, 77) = 4.33, p < .05, MSe = 11.59, was

found between strategy groups: members of the distributed

planning group (M = 7.47) and prompting only group (M =

7.60) rated their partners more positively than did members

of the pre-planning group (M = 6.40).
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2. Given the results of factor analyses described in

(1) and (2) of the "value of graffects" section above, we

looked for differences between groups with respect to time

periods. Seven 4 x 3 (Group x Time Period)

repeated-measures ANOVAs were performed on self-rating

graph data. Significant Group x Time Period interactions

were found for motivation, material, and concentration,

F(6, 182) = 3.30,_p < .01,_MSe = 2.99;_F(6, 184) = 2.58, P

< .05, MSe = 3.00; F(6, 184) = 2.72, p < .05, MSe = 3.14,

respectively. Significant within-subjects differences were

* found for performance, F(2, 184) = 3.12, p < .05, MSe =

3.16). Significant group differences (as expected from

results reported above) and significant within-subjects

differences were found for feelings about partner, F(2, 77)

= 4.44, p < .05, MSe = 7.98; F(2, 154) = 11.73, p < .01,

MSe = 1.51, respectively. No differences were found for

anxiety or awareness of partner.

For simplicity of presentation, we have here

cautiously described the bases of these effects from graphs

presented in Figures 3 through 7.

Insert Figures 3, 4, 5, 6, & 7 about here

Significant interactions. Significant interactions

were found for three of the graffects measures.
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Graffect #1: How did you feel about the IV material?

Figure 3 indicates that the source of variance for this

significant interaction lies primarily in the initial

positive response to the material by the prompting only

group, followed by progressively more negative feelings,

and an opposite effect in the distributed planning group (a

relatively negative initial response followed by an

increasingly positive response).

Graffect #4: How motivated were you? Figure 4 shows

increasing motivation for the two planning groups

* (distributed and pre-planning) in contrast to decreasing

motivation in the prompting only group. Individuals

registered a slight increase, but then dropped to a point

well below that of the prompting only group.

Graffect #7: How good was your concentration? Figure

5 suggests that the major source of variance here comes

from those participants who worked alone: only those

individuals who worked without partners showed an initially

high level of concentration followed by a dramatic decrease

in concentration during the third time period. The three

dyadic groups maintained relatively stable concentration

responses.

Significant within-subjects effects. One significant

interaction was found for within-subjects effects.

Graffect #3: How did you feel about your performance?
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Feelings about performance declined for participants in the

prompting only and massed planning groups from the

beginning to the mid-point of the learning episode, then

stayed roughly the same or declined slightly by the end

point. Participants in the no-strategy individual group

showed only a slight dip in these feelings at mid-point

with a slight increase at the end point. In relation to

the other three strategy groups, participants in the

distributed planning group started at the lowest point,

with respect to feelings about performance, then dipped at

mid-point, and, finally, ended at the highest point in

relation to the other three groups.

Significant within-subjects/within groups effects.

One significant interaction was found for

within-subjects/within-groups effects.

Graffect #2: How did you feel about your partner?

Figure 7 shows that all subjects in dyad strategy groups

felt increasingly more positive about their partners.

Those in the pre-planning group showed the most dramatic

increase but still finished the learning task with the

least positive feelings about their partners of any of the

three dyad strategy groups.

What we find with this analysis is a strong indication

that learning strategy may indeed affect patterns of

subjective reactions during the course of learning. What6
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we cannot know from this single study is the extent to

which these patterns would recur in a sequence of specific

strategy-based learning tasks. If they do recur, we might

expect impact of subjective reactions to affect the

long-term impact of the strategy itself.

Impact of Reactions to Partners

Is "harmony" (similarity of partners' subjective

reactions) an important variable? Assessment of graffects

harmony scores followed the same pattern of analyses

performed on overall and time period scores. Results here,

however, were disappointing, suggesting that similarity of

change in partners' subjective reactions may not be an

important variable.

1. None of the harmony measures were directly

correlated with individual outcome measures; motivation and

perceptions of partner awareness were significantly

correlated with the sum of the written recall scores for

the dyad (r = .30 for both).

2. A series of one-way ANOVAs using mean harmony

scores as dependent measures revealed no significant

differences between groups.

3. Factor analysis using the 11 graphs produced two

main factors which were not easily labeled: with

performance, material, motivation, and feelings about

partner in the first, and with anxiety, concentration, and

4
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partner anxiety and motivation in the second. Groups did

not differ significantly on these factors.

4. Factor analysis using time periods revealed only

one easily labeled factor, anxiety, including in it all

three time periods. A series of repeated-measures ANOVAs

was performed, yielding no significant differences within

subjects or significant Time Period x Group interactions.

Impact of Reactions to Partners

Is "transpersonal metacognition" an important

variable?

1. None of the transpersonal metacognition measures

was significantly correlated with outcome measures.

2. A series of one-way ANOVAs using mean transpersonal

metacognition scores as dependent measures revealed no

significant differences between groups, although mean

scores suggested a within-subjects difference between

perception of partner motivation and perception of partner

anxiety.

3. A 2 X 3 repeated measures ANOVA confirmed a

significant within-subjects difference between perception

of partner motivation and perception of partner anxiety:

participants were better judges of partner motivation than

partner anxiety, F(l, 75) 4.85, p < .05, MSe = 1.67.
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Summary of Results

Value of Graffects

Patterns of correlations between graffects time period

scores and items on a traditional subjective response

measure (questionnaire), and the factor structure of

graffects time period data suggest that graffects provide

sensitivity to fluctuations in subjective response,

something not usually provided by posttask questionnaires.

Relation to Outcome Measures

While not indicating any strong relationship between

subjective reactions and outcome measures, the data do

suggest the possibility of strategy effects on subjective

responses.

Impact ofStrategy on Subjective Response

There are patterns of responding that vary by group.

These are hidden by an overall score averaging procedure,

but are revealed when time periods/fluctuations in

subjective response are considered. These patterns could

have potential impact with respect to long-term use of a

learning strategy.

Impact of Subjective Reactions to Partners

While there may be no systematic relationship of

"harmony" and "transpersonal metacognition" to outcome

measures or to strategy, there may be important individual

difference Irends which have yet to be uncovered in these
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data. It is interesting to note that participants appeared

to perceive their partner's changes in motivation more

accurately than partner's changes in anxiety.

Discussion

With this study we have focused attention on four

aspects of concern with respect to subjective reactions in

the learning of a concrete procedure: (a) the value of a

measuring instrument, (b) the extent to which subjective

reactions may affect learning outcome, (c) the impact of

learning strategy on subjective reactions, and (d) the

impact on either learning outcome or process of subjective

reactions to learning partners. Two potentially useful

findings have come from the present study.

First, we have found support for the use of graffects,

a measurement tool which allows a respondent to chart

his/her subjective reactions over the course of a learning

episode. Time period scores from graffects provide

information which is not available from a traditional

post-questionnaire measure or from averaged (overall)

graffects scores. As a result, patterns of responding can

be documented, giving possible clues as to the effect of a

particular learning strategy on users of that strategy.

Second, we found that learning strategy had a major

impact on participants' subjective reactions during the

learning of a concrete procedure. Concentration,

4i
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motivation, and feelings about performance decreased for

learners not assigned to work with partners. Concentration

took an especially dramatic plunge downward for this group.

Learners in the distributed planning (dyad) strategy

group--those who obtained highest scores on the performance

outcome measure--showed initially poor feelings about

materials, performance, and motivation, but ended with the

most positive feelings of any of the strategy groups on

these measures.

We found only weak correlations between subjective

responses and outcome measures, and the impact of either

harmony of changes in partner respunse or awareness of

partner response is not clear, although learners appear to

be better at recognizing a partner's motivation than

his/her anxiety. We resist the temptation to look at low

correlations between outcome measures and subjective

reactions and discount the importance of the latter, or to

discount partner harmony or awareness as important factors.

Knowing that a particular learning strategy produces

patterns of subjective response may allow a better

understanding of why that strategy does/does not work well

over time, or does/does not work for particular

individuals. We feel that, when considered in relation to

significant strategy group differences in subjective

response patterns, weak correlations between subjective

Sq
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responses and outcome point to a need for use of graffects

in extended field studies. The present study has been

limited to a single learning episode. Clearly, charting

subjective reactions over several months of an extended

learning experience would provide a more realistic

understanding of the impact of these reactions on both

process and outcome. Strategy group differences with

respect to both outcome measures and subjective response

patterns strongly suggest that, in the long run, subjective

responses should have a significant impact on learning

outcomes.

4I
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Table 1

Graffects Questions: Content of Graphs

Ratings of Self

#1 HOW DID YOU FEEL ABOUT THE IV MATERIAL?

(very negative ....... very positive)

#2 HOW DID YOU FEEL ABOUT YOUR PARTNER?

(very negative ....... very positive)

#3 HOW DID YOU FEEL ABOUT YOUR PERFORMANCE?

(very negative ....... very positive)

#4 HOW MOTIVATED WERE YOU?

(not at all motivated ....... very motivated)

#5 HOW AWARE WERE YOU OF YOUR PARTNER'S REACTIONS?

(not at all aware ....... very aware)

#6 HOW ANXIOUS WERE YOU?

(not at all anxious ....... very anxious)

#7 HOW GOOD WAS YOUR CONCENTRATION?

(not at all good ....... very good)

Ratings of Partner

#8 HOW MOTIVATED WAS YOUR PARTNER?

(not at all motivated ....... very motivated)

#9 HOW AWARE WAS YOUR PARTNER OF YOUR REACTIONS?

(not at all aware ....... very aware)

#10 HOW ANXIOUS WAS YOUR PARTNER?

(not at all anxious ....... very anxious)

#11 HOW DO YOU THINK YOUR PARTNER FEELS TOWARD YOU?

(very negative ....... very positive)

0%
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Table 2

Raw Means and Standard Deviations of Written Recall

Test Performance Scores, and Verbalizations as a

Function of Experimental Group

TASK

GROUP Recall Performance Verbalizations

No-strategy M 33.61 37.28 27.11

Individuals SD (13.77) (13.99) (14.03)

(n=18)

Prompting Only M 30.62 39.04 27.96

(n=18) SD (12.07) ( 7.38) (8.64)

Distributed M 33.66 44.74 32.11

Planning SD (11.62) ( 9.49) (11.70)

(n=27)

Pre-Planning M 32.55 37.44 23.52

(n=27) SD (14.39) (10.89) (10.79)
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Table 3

Number of Significant Correlations* Between Overall/Time Period

Graffects Scores and 21 Post-Questionnaire Items

Overall Time Period Graffect Scores

Graph Graffects Scores Period 1 Period 2 Period 3

1. Material 16 14 15 1

2. Feel about partner 7 10 7 4

3. Performance 14 11 13 7

4. Motivation 14 11 17 8

5. Aware of partner 7 5 6 5

6. Anxiety 8 5 5 2

7. Concentration 11 10 9 1

* > .05.
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Table 4

Variables and Loadings for Factor Analysis on Overall

Averages of Dyad Data (N=79)

Graph Loading

Factor 1: "Self" Ratings

1. Material .877

2. Performance .818

4. Motivation .707

7. Concentration .495

Factor 2: Partner Ratings

9. Partner aware of your reactions .796

5. Aware of partner reactions .756

2. Feel about partner .695

11. Think partner feels toward you .556

Factor 3: Anxiety

6. Anxious .832

10. Anxious partner .722

0M
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Table 5

Results of Factor Analysis on Time Period Averages

of Dyad Data (n=79)

Graph Time Period Loading

Factor 1: Time Period I and 2

1. Material 1, 2 .705, .657

3. Performance 1, 2 .729, .643

4. Motivation 1, 2 .734, .631

7. Concentration 1 .643

11. Partner feelings 1, 2 .657, .593

0

Factor 2: Time Period 3 and 2

1. Material 3 .730

2. Feel about partner 3 .565

3. Performance 3, 2 .755, .523

4. Motivation 3 .833

7. Concentration 3 .629

8. Partner motivation 3, 2 .819, .579

11. Partner feelings 3 .507

Factor 3: Partner Ratings

2. Feel about partner 2, 3 .713, .540

5. Aware of Partner 2, 3 .574, .568

9. Partner awareness 2, 3 .745, .600

* Factor 3: Anxiety

6. Anxiety 2, 3 .671, .655

9. Partner anxiety 2, 3, 1 .744, .741, .554
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Table 6

Results of Factor Analysis on Time Period Averages From All

Four Groups* (n=95)

Graph Time Period Loading

Factor 1: Time Periods 2 and 1

1. Material 1, 2 .817, .588

3. Performance 1, 2 .828, .677

4. Motivation 1, 2 .735, .562

7. Concentration 1 .563

Factor 2: Time Periods 3 and 2

1. Material 3, 2 .790, .605

3. Performance 3, 2 .838, .568

4. Motivation 3 .788

Factor 3: Anxiety

6. Anxiety 2, 1 .838, .816

Factor 4. Concentration

* 7. Concentration 2, 3, 1 .806, .729, .537

*Partner data excluded.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Actual graph ("Graffects")

Figure 2. Graph scoring: Overall=mean of all nine points;

time periods=mean of the three points contained within each

period.

Figure 3. Graphing of mean graffect time period scores for

graffect #1.

Figure 4. Graphing of mean graffect time period scores for

graffect #4.

Figure 5. Graphing of mean graffect time period scores for

graffect #7.

Figure 6. Graphing of mean graffect time period scores for

graffect #3.

Figure 7. Graphing of mean graffect time period scores for

graffect #2.
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FIGURE 3. GRAPHING OF MEAN GRAFFECT TIME PERIOD SCORES FOR

GRAFFECT #1.

#1. HOW DID YOU FEEL ABOUT THE IV MATERIAL?
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FIGURE 4., GRAPHING OF MEAN GRAFFECT TIME PERIOD SCORES FOR

GRAFFECT #)4,

A.i HOW MOTIVATED WERE YOU?
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FIGURE 5. GRAPHING OF MEAN GRAFFECT TIME PERIOD SCORES FOR
GRAFFECT P7.

#7. HOW GOOD WAS YOUR CONCENTRATION?
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FIGURE 6. GRAPHING OF MEAN GRAFFECT TIME PERIOD SCORES FOR
GRAFFECT #3.

#3. HOW DID YOU FEEL ABOUT YOUR PERFORMANCE?
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FIGURE 7, GRAPHING OF M~EAN~ GRAFFECT TIME PERIOD COE FORGRAFFECT #2,
#2. HOW DID YOU FEEL ABOUT YOUR PRNR O
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APPENDIX C

Subjective Graphing of Metacognitive, Affective, and

Social Processing: A Preliminary Examination

Within the Context of Cooperative Learning
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Abstract

The purpose of the present experiment was to conduct a

preliminary examination of a subjective graphing

measure designed to assess students' ongoing

processing while studying. This measure offers

several potential theoretical and pragmatic advantages

over existing measures. The internal structure,

reliability, and validity of this assessment tool were

tested within the context of scripted cooperative

learning. Results indicated that the measure could be

described adequately by three relatively independent,

replicable factors. In addition, these factors were

consistent with a priori expectations based on

Dansereau's (1986) model of learning task performance.

Subjective graphing was found to be reliable in terms

of both internal and test-retest analyses. Further,

the validity analyses indicated that subjective

graphing is sensitive to both performance and

situational manipulations as long as students are

given ample opportunity to become acquainted with the

measure.

0V
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At present several tools exist to assess a

student's ongoing processing while studying. There

are a number of reasons why it is advantageous to make

such assessments. These measures can be very helpful

in diagnosing specific strengths and weaknesses in a

given student's study methods. In addition, they have

a great deal of potential for the remediation of

*processing deficits. Further, these assessment tools

can aid in the creation and validation of theories of

underlying mental processes accompanying studying and

problem solving. Unfortunately, the measures

presently available have weaknesses which inhibit

their utility.

For example, psychophysiological measures (e.g.,

GSR, heart rate, and brain wave activity) have

contributed significantly to our understanding of

cognitive processes (e.g., Johnson & Donchin, 1985;

Kramer, Wickens, & Donchin, 1985). However, such

measures often require a great deal of equipment and

large amounts of data reduction and analysis time. In

addition, observation methods are often used to assess

ongoing behavior (e.g., Ickes, 1982; Ickes & Barnes,
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1977). When applying these measures, trained

observers typically code the behavior of a student or

group of students while they are performing a target

task. These measures, while providing valuable

information, are also quite expensive in terms of

experimenter time and equipment. Moreover, these two

techniques are relatively insensitive to any internal

processing that is not manifested in overt behavior.

Self report instruments, on the other hand, can

provide a unique insight into such processing. In

using these methods, participants' underlying

processing is measured through his or her verbal

(e.g., Benjafield, 1971) or written (e.g., Galassi,

Frierson, & Sharer, 1981) self report. Although the

authors are not suggesting that self-report is a

direct or preferred processing measure unto itself,

such measures can add valuable information that is

otherwise unobtainable. However, self-report measures

which are administered intermittently during a target

task can interfere with task performance (Cacioppo &

Petty, 1981). Further, such reports are largely

inaccurate when the information solicited was not

attended to during the task (Ericcson & Simon, 1980).

In addition, retrospective measures that do not offer
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adequate retrieval cues have questionable validity

(Ericsson & Simon, 1980).

In order to retain the advantages of self-report

data while eliminating some of the problems mentioned

above, subjective graphing was developed Ly the

authors. This measure of ongoing processing is

administered immediately after the task and specific

landmarks are embedded ;,4thin the measure in order to

aid recall of processing states. The participant is

asked to graph his or her metacognitive, affective,

and social states throughout the learning episode.

(Figure 1 contains an example of one of these graphs.)

Insert Figure 1 about here

Several existing measures have limited themselves

to the measurement of a single state or category of

states. Subjective graphing, on the other hand, was

developed to assess three different aspects of a given

student's processing states in order to converge on

underlying activities. These three areas were chosen

as representing three of the four categories of

behaviors required for the successful completion of

many complicated learning and problem solving tasks

0
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within the context of cooperative learning (Dansereau,

1986).

These four behavioral categories are cognitive,

affective, metacognitive, and social. In this scheme,

cognitive activities are seen as task-relevant

information processes such as comprehension, recall,

and problem-solving. Metacognitive activities involve

monitoring and correcting the processes and products

of the cognitive system. Affective activities are

associated with the interpretation and control of

autonomic responses to the learning situaticn. Social

processes involve monitoring, receiving, and

generating communication with other group members.

The graphs chosen for the present study were intended

to measure the affective, metacognitive, and social

aspects of Dansereau's (1986) model. The fourth

component of the model, cognitive activities, was not

explicitly considered in the present investigation.

This cognitive portion of the model has been examined

in more detail in a preceding experiment (O'Donnell,

Dansereau, Hall, & Rocklin, 1987).

Another potential advantage of subjective

graphing is the isomorphic relationship between the

measure and the subjective representation of internal
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states. The most important aspect of the student's

task is to graph changes in processing over time,

while the absolute values of these states are not of

as much importance. Most individuals would find it

difficult to label metacognitive, affective, and

social states with a single number, especially in

comparison to others. On the other hand, subjective

interpretation of such states over time is probably a

much easier task for the students and is probably more

representative of everyday processing interpretations

(e.g. the "ups" and "downs" of mood swings). In

addition, when using subjective graphing, participants

are asked to represent their internal states with a

continuous line rather than averaging states over a

specified time span. It seems reasonable to assume

that most persons subjectively view ongoing mental

activity as continuous rather than discrete.

In order to provide an educationally relevant

arena for the examination of subjective graphing, this

measure was incorporated into an experiment which

examined scripted cooperative learning (O'Donnell et

al., 1987). This investigation of cooperative

learning was part of a series of studies which have

investigated the boundary conditions and parameters of

0
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cooperating peer dyads (e.g., McDonald, Larson,

Dansereau, & Spurlin, 1985; O'Donnell et al., 1985;

Spurlin, Dansereau, Larson, & Brooks, 1984). Since

many of the parameters of the script manipulations

used in this experiment are already known, the

experiment served as an appropriate context for

measurement validation.

After completing a series of individual

difference measures, participants in this experiment

studied initially in one of three treatment

conditions: scripted dyad (SD), unscripted dyad (USD),

or unscripted individual (UI). All participants then

studied different material with a partner without

using a script (such as Group USD in the initial study

stage). In the final phase of the experiment

participants completed recall tests over the material

studied during the two study stages. For an in depth

explanation of the rationale for the experimental

manipulations see O'Donnell et al., 1987).

It has been proposed that subjective graphing can

be a useful addition to the existing set of

information processing assessment tools. The primary

purpose of the present experiment was to empirically

examine the internal structure, reliability, and
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validity of the measure. The first step in any such

investigation is to examine the measure in the absence

of any external criteria. In the present

investigation this was carried out through factor

analyses of the graphs and the data points within the

graphs to determine the internal structure of the

measure. This analysis was particularly important in

the present experiment since the graphs were thought

to represent three specific processing states. In

addition, these factor analyses were performed in two

Udifferent learning episodes in order to test the

stability of the original factors over time.

Coefficient alphas were calculated on the graph data

points within the various factors and a test/retest

correlation was calculated to assess the reliability

of subjective graphing.

The second part of the analysis consisted of a

test of the measure's sensitivity to appropriate

external criteria, that is, a test of the measure's

validity. Two criteria were used to test the validity

of subjective graphing. First, the efficacy of the

relevant graphs in predicting recall performance of

material studied during the two study stages was

tested. Second, the measure's sensitivity to

. ,
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situational factors (experimental group) was assessed.

That is, the three experimental groups were compared

using the graph scores as dependent measures.

In summary, the present experiment attempted to

answer three basic questions. First, what is the

nature of the internal structure of the subjective

graphing measure? Second, is the measure reliable in

terms of internal and test-retest reliability? Third,

does subjective graphing relate to relevant,

externally-based criteria?

Method

Participants

Ninety-three students recruited from

undergraduate psychology classes at Texas Christian

University participated in this experiment. They

received class credit for their participation.

Materials

Subjective graphs. The students completed a

single practice graph reflecting their general mood at

the beginning of the experiment and eleven graphs

after studying both the initial and transfer passages.

On each graph used in subsequent data analyses the

X-axis represented the time required to study a given

passage. The Y-axis represented degree or magnitude

0

0 -.
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of the given state which the graph was intended to

measure. Along the X-axis five landmark points were

delineated which corresponded to different parts of

the study session (e.g., "beginning of task

instructions" and "beginning to read section 1").

Equidistant numbers from 0 to 10 were listed along the

Y-axis with the 0 point labeled to represent the

minimum or most negative aspect of some state and the

10 labeled to represent the maximum or most positive

aspect of some state. For example, on a graph which

asked "How did you feel about the material as you were

studying?", the 0 was labeled "very negative" and the

10 was labeled "very positive". There was a 24 X 24

line grid within each of the graphs with dark lines

corresponding to each of the numbers along the Y-axis

and each of the five sectional landmarks along the

X-axis. The eleven graphs which corresponded to each

of the study sessions asked the following eleven

questions:

1) How did you feel about the material as you

were studying?

2) How did you feel about your partner while you

were studying?

3) How did you feel about your own performance

4
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while studying?

4) How motivated/interested were you as you

studied?

5) How anxious/nervous were you as you studied?

6) How well did you understand the material as

you studied?

7) How good was your concentration while

studying?

8) How motivated/interested was your partner as

he or she studied?

9) How anxious/nervous was your partner while he

or she was studying?

10) How well did your partner understand the

materials as he or she studied?

11) How good was your partner's concentration as

he or she studied? For Group UI, which studied the

initial passage individually, each of the graphs which

referred to partner asked, instead, about their

"ideal" study mood. Figure 1 is an example of one of

the subjective graphs.

Study passages. For the initial stage, students

studied a passage which described the immune system.

A passage on the blood was used for the study material

during the transfer study stage. Both of the passages

0 .. " ' •. . V " -- - .-- -. %.-,.. . . ..
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were extracted from nursing textbooks and were

approximately 1,000 words long. In addition, both

passages were divided into three sections of

approximately equal length.

Free-recall tests. The participants completed

free-recall tests over both study passages. For both

tests the participants were asked to turn to a blank

page on which the following instructions were written:

"Write down all the information you can remember from

the passage on the Blood [or Immune System].

Be as thorough and as accurate as you can."

Procedure

Session 1: study and subjective graphing. In the

first session of the experiment participants began by

completing consent forms. Following this, an

experimenter gave verbal instructions on the use of

the subjective graphs and participants completed the

practice graph. Participants were then assigned to

one of three treatment groups: (SD) scripted dyads

(n=30); (USD) unscripted dyads (n=32); or (UI)

individual (n=31). Each group was then assigned to

different rooms where they received strategy S

instructions (those in Groups SD and USD were di',4ded

into same-sex dyads before receiving instructions).

. . . . . . . .
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Those in the scripted dyad group were trained in

a strategy which has been shown to facilitate text

processing in a number of studies (e.g., Hall et al.,

1988; Larson et al., 1984; McDonald et al., 1985).

When using this strategy, participants are first asked

to read a section of the text, after which one partner

recalls aloud all that he or she can remember without

looking back at the text. Following this, the partner

who does not recall notes and corrects any errors or

*omissions in the recall. Lastly, the dyad members

review and elaborate the material together. These

three stages are carried out at the end of each

section of the text with the partners alternating the

recalling and detecting roles. Previous research

suggests that differences between strategy groups that

are given instructions similar to those in the present

experiment are not the result of differential strategy

usage (O'Donnell et al., in press).

Those in Group USD were simply asked to work with

their partner to learn the material using whatever

strategy they felt was most effective. Those in Group

UI were simply asked to learn the material on their

own using whatever strategy they wished. Thirty-five

minutes were allotted to this initial study stage,
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after which participants were required to complete the

eleven subjective graphs mentioned above.

After completing the initial study stage graphs,

those in the dyad groups were assigned a new partner

from within their treatment condition. Those in the

individual group were divided into same-sex dyads.

Participants in all groups were then asked to work

with their partner to learn the "immune system"

material using whatever strategy they felt would be

most effective (no scripts or strategies were given

for this passage). All participants then completed

the eleven graphs which corresponded to the transfer

stage.

Session 2: recall tests. The recall session took

place the following day. During this session

participants first completed the free-recall test over

the immune system, after which they completed the

free-recall test over the blood passage. The

participants were allowed 15 min to complete each of

these tests.

Results

The results section will begin with an

explanation of the recall test scoring procedure.

Following this, a brief summary of between-group

* ' 'tt 't % tA .Lt, ' ,' L-.- A " " -", - ''"- - 't.-''" .'' .. ' ''
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comparisons on recall will be presented. Lastly, the

analyses which examined the internal structure,

reliability, and validity of subjective graphing will

be addressed.

Recall Scoring

Scoring of the free-recall tests was based on a

procedure developed by Meyer (1975) and Holley,

Dansereau, McDonald, Garland, and Collins (1979).

Scoring keys were constructed for the free-recall test

over the blood and immune system passages by dividing

the original material into an inclusive set of idea

units, each containing one fact, stated in the form of

a simple declarative sentence. Two experienced

scorers matched each of these idea units with every

idea unit contained in a participant's free-recall

test. For every unit on the key that also appeared on

a given participant's free-recall test, the

participant received from one to four points depending

on the accuracy of the match. The total number of

points that a participant received constituted his or

her free-recall score. Reliability was established by

drawing 10 tests at random for both the blood and

immune system passages and having both of the raters

score the 20 tests independently. Interrater
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reliabilities were r=.96 for the blood passage and

r=.95 for the immune system passage.

Summary of Between Group Comparisons on Recall

Before presenting the analyses which specifically

addressed the subjective graphing measure, it should

be noted that significant experimental group

differences were found on recall. More specifically,

a significant main effect for treatment group was

found for the number of idea units mentioned on free

recall collapsed across both passages, F(2,86) = 3.4,

p<.05. Post-hoc analyses indicated that the scripted

and unscripted dyad groups significantly outperformed

the individual group (p<.05, p<.01, respectively). A

more detailed explanation of results associated with

the script manipulations used in the present study can

be found in O'Donnell et al., (1987).

Analysis of Subjective Graphing

Internal Structure/Reliability

In order to examine the internal structure and

reliability of the subjective graphing measure, four

analyses were performed: a factor analysis of the

graph means for both the initial and transfer

sessions; a factor analysis of the graph data points

for both sessions; a test-retest correlation of the

01
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graph mean factors for those in the unscripted dyad

condition; and coefficient alpha on the graph data

points for each factor for both study sessions.

Five data points from each graph were used to

assess a participant's mean for a given graph. The

data points consisted of the number on the vertical

axis of the graph which corresponded to the crossing

of a participant's subjective graph and one of the

five equidistant dark lines along the horizontal axis

*(see Figure 1). In the first internal structure

analysis, the 11 graph means from the initial learning

stage and the II sets of means from the transfer stage

were factor analyzed separately. In the first factor

analysis of the initial stage graphs, those in the

individual condition were not included due to

differences in the graphs (the individuals' graphs did

not include graphs about feelings toward partners).

A three factor solution with a varimax rotation

* was selected for both of the factor analyses due to

the logical groupings and clear differentiation of

factors. For both analyses the same factors emerged

with the same graph means loading on each factor. The

three factors were: "feelings about self," "feelings

about partner," and "anxiety/nervousness." Therefore,

'p,
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the factor structure appears to be consistent over

time. Further, the three factors are representative

of the three categories the graphs were purported to

measure. That is, "feelings about self" can be

thought to represent metacognitive states; "feelings

about partner" is representative of social states; and

"anxiety/nervousness" is representative of affective

states. Table 1 contains the graphs and their factor

loadings for both of the factor analyses.

Insert Table 1 about here

To further converge on the internal structure of

the graphs, a factor analysis was performed on the

individual graph points which composed the graph

means. Again, with both the initial and transfer

stage graphs the same three factors emerged.

The first phase of the reliability analysis

consisted of an assessment of the test-retest

reliability of the subjective graphs for the

unscripted dyad group which studied under

substantially the same condition during the initial 0

and transfer stages. The graph mean factors for the

initial stage were correlated with their corresponding

,0
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graph factors for the transfer stage (unit weights

were used in the calculation of factor scores). The

"feelings about partner" factor was not included in

the analysis since the participants studied with

different partners during the two stages.

Correlations were r=.71 and r=.65 for the

"feelings about self" and the "anxiety/nervousness"

factors respectively. Due to the fact that the latter

factor included a graph on partners'

anxiety/nervousness, a third correlation was

calculated with this graph eliminated. This

correlation was r=.70. Therefore, when exposed to a

similar situation at a later time, participants appear

to use the graphs in a similar manner.

The final phase of the reliability analysis

consisted of coefficient alpha performed on the graph

data points for each of the graphs included within

each of the three factors for both stages.

Coefficient alphas for the initial and transfer stage

for the "feelings about self" factor were .93 and .97,

respectively; for the "feelings about partner" factor,

.95 and .97 for the two stages; and for the

anxiety/nervousness factor, .90 and .92.

110
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Validity

To provide a preliminary examination of the

validity of the graphs, the relationship between the

graph that asked students about their understanding of

the material and recall performance was assessed. In

addition, the sensitivity of the graphs to situational

factors within the learning situation was examined.

Relationship of graphs to recall performance.

This part of the validity analysis consisted of two

stages. The first phase consisted of correlations

between the "understanding" graph means and total

recall for both passages. The second phase consisted

of the correlations between the individual graph data

points and the recall of the sections of the passage

which corresponded to these data points.

In the first phase of the graph/recall analysis

the understanding graph means were correlated with the

appropriate recall test. That is, participants' means

for the initial study session were correlated with the

free recall of the passage which was studied in that

session and participants' understanding means for the

transfer stage were correlated with the recalls for

the passage studied in that session. The mean

understanding/total recall correlations were

SW
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significant for both initial and transfer study (r =

.32, p < .01 and r = .30, p < .01).

In the second phase of the graph/performance

analyses the understanding graph data points were

correlated with their corresponding sectional recall.

Recall for these analyses was scored in the same

manner as described at the beginning of the results

section, with the exception that the recalls were

divided into three sections. Scores for the idea

*units from Section 1 of the passage constituted

Section 1 recalls, the second, Section 2 recalls, and

the third, Section 3 recalls. Since there were five

data points in each of the graphs, these also had to

be combined in order to perform the graph data

poiiiL/,aeLtional recall correlations. These three

scores were created by summing the second and third

graph data point and dividing by two, summing the

third and fourth graph data point and dividing by two,

and summing the fourth and fifth graph data point and

dividing by two (the first data point was not included

since it corresponded to participants' feelings before

the study session began; again, see Figure 1). Each

of these three graph sectional scores were then

correlated with the sectional recall to which it
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corresponded. For the correlations involving the

initial stage, only the first section graph/recall

score was significant (r = .30, p < .01). For stage

two, the understanding graph data points significantly

predicted Section 2 (r = .23, p < .05) and Section 3

(r = .39, P < .001) recall.

Sensitivity ofgraphs to situational factors.

The second and final approach to the analysis of

validity included a comparison of treatment groups oD

their graph mean factor scores.

In the first phase of these analyses, two one-way

analyses of variance were computed for 2 of the 3

graph factors (feelings about partner and

anxiety/nervousness) which corresponded to both of the

study stages. In both of these ANOVAs, treatment

condition served as a between-subject independent

variable and 1 of the 3 graph mean factor scores
served as the dependent variable. In addition, a

* two-way repeated-measures ANOVA was computed for the

"feelings about self" factor with stage (initial vs.

transfer) as a within-subject variable. Since this

* factor did not include any graphs asking about

partner, Group UI's scores from the initial stage

could be included.
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No group differences were found in either of the

two-way ANOVAs for the initial study stage. For the

transfer stage, there were significant differences

between the three groups in th, "feelings about

partner" ANOVA, F(2,80) = 4.75, p < .05, MSe = 37.39.

Although there were not significant differences

between groups in the "anxiety/nervousness" ANOVA for

this stage, the results were suggestive, with the

means for the SD group (M = 5.13) and the USD group (M

= 5.12) substantially lower than Group UI (M = 6.91),

F(2,80) = 2.99, p = .056, MSe = 9.81.

A Tukey post hoc test (Hays, 1981) was performed

to compare the means within the "feelings about

partner" ANOVA for the transfer stage. This analysis

indicated that the mean for the SD group was

significantly higher thaz the mean for Group USD. No

other significant group differences were found. Table

2 includes the means and standard deviations of the

cells in the "feelings about partner" ANOVA.

Insert Table 2 about here

In the repeated measures ANOVA in which feelings

about self was a factor, '-here was not a main effect
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for experimental group. However, there was a

significant main effect for stage, f(2,81) = 20.50, p

< .0001, MSe = 84.19, with scores on "feelings about

self" increasing across all three groups. Therefore,

although the graphs were not sensitive to treatment

group differences on "feelings about self," they were

sensitive to changes over time. Table 3 includes

summary statistics for the cells within this ANOVA.

Insert Table 3 about here

Discussion

The discussion of the subjective graphing results

will be organized in the same order as the

experimental questions posed at the end of the

introduction, that is, internal structure,

reliability, validity as measured by prediction of

performance, and validity as measured by sensitivity

to treatment group differences. Following this,

suggestions for future research will be discussed.

Three conclusions can be drawn from the results

of the factor analyses which were performed to

investigate the internal structure of the subjective

graphs. First, the eleven graphs can be represented

N
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adequately by three distinct factors. This conclusion

is supported by both the statistical and logical

nature of the solutions. Second, this factor

structure appears to be quite stable, as opposed to

being simply an artifact of the treatment conditions

corresponding to the initial stage of the experiment.

Nearly identical factor solutions were found for the

second passage and for the data points within the

graphs. Third, the factor analyses were consistent

with a priori expectations based on Dansereau's (1986)

model. Specifically, the three factors, "feelings

about self," "feelings about partner," and

'anxiety/nervousness," can be thought to represent the

metacognitive, social, and affective components of the

model.

Reliability is indicative of a measure's

repeatability, that is its stability over a variety of

conditions in which the same results would be expected

(Nunnally, 1978). The high coefficient alpha scores

for each of the graph factors indicates that the

graphs which measure these factors are internally

valid. The subjective graphing measure also appears

to be reliable over time. This is indicated by the

high correlation between Group USD's graph scores for

0 z
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the initial stage and their corresponding scores on

graphs completed during the transfer stage. These two

tests of reliability indicated that the subjective

graphing measure was measuring the same constructs for

different groups of people within the same

administration session and for the same group of

persons administered the measure at different times.

The correlations between recall performance and

graph scores indicated that the subjective graphs of

understanding correlated moderately, albeit reliably,

in 5 of the 8 correlations computed. Although this

prediction appears to be fairly consistent, the

magnitude of the correlations were not as high as

expected. In future experimentation alternative

graphs (e.g., memorability of the test segment) and/or

combinations of graphs should be examined as

predictors of performance.

The analyses of subjective graphing's sensitivity

to group differences indicated that the measure was

sensitive to such differences in the transfer but not

in the initial study stage. Specifically, there

appeared to be substantial treatment group differences

on 2 of the 3 graph factors for the transfer stage,

but no differences in the initial stage. The lack of

0
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differentiation in the graphs for the initial stage

can probably be attributed to inexperience in using

the graphs. Further, the fact that Group SD was among

the highest groups on "feelings about partner" and

among the lowest on "anxiety/nervousness" is

consistent with previous research which indicates that

there are positive consequences associated with

scripted-cooperative learning which transfer to

subsequent non-scripted learning (McDonald et al.,

1985).

Although the repeated measure analysis of

variance on "feelings about self" did not find group

differences, a main effect for study stage indicated

that the graphs were sensitive to situational factors

in terms of changes over time. The fact that scores

on the "feelings about self graphs" (e.g., graphs

asking about feelings toward material, concentration

while studying, and understanding of material)

increased for all groups from the initial to transfer

stage is to be expected due to two aspects of the

differences between the stages. First, participants

probably felt much more comfortable in the last stage

of studying in the experiment since they knew what to

expect and already had some study experience in a

N . N
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related situation. Second, the passage which served

as the study material for the transfer stage (a

passage on the blood system) was substantially less

difficult than the initial passage (a passage on the

immune system).

The results of this preliminary examination of

the subjectivc graphing measure suggest extension into

five basic areas of research. First, although the

reliability of the measure has been largely

established, further refining and testing is required

in order to better establish the measure's

relationship to external criteria. This can be done

by experimenting with alternative graphs, and by

providing participants with more exposure to the

graphing technique. Once the convergent validity of

the measure is more firmly established, a second area

of research would involve a comparison of the measure

with other measures of ongoing processing. Is this

measure able to provide additional information above

and beyond existing measures of the same type? That

is, does subjective graphing demonstrate adequate

discriminant validity?

A third area of investigation warranted by the

present experiment is a test of the measure's
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generalizability to other learning situations. The

learning conditions for which this measure is most

appropriate should be more closely investigated. The

relationship of subjective graphing to relevant

individual differences is a fourth important area for

future research. First, are certain individuals able

to more accurately utilize the measure? Second, can

the subjective graphing measure itself (intended as a

measure of temporary states) serve as a measure of

individual differences. That is, when the situation

is held constant, is the variance between participants

representative of some enduring individual difference

trait? The fifth area for the extension of the

present study is a test of the applicability of the

measure for diagnosing and remediating processing

weaknesses. Is this measure a useful tool for

psychologists and educators in an applied setting who

are attempting to measure and correct students'

processing deficits?
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Table 1

Subjective Graph Factors: Graphs and Loadings

Factor Initial Transfer

Graph Loading Loading

1. Feel About Self

Feel About Performance .88 .85

Motivated/Interested .84 .77

Feel About Material .79 .85

Concentration .76 .80

Understanding .67 .83

2. Feel About Partner

Motivation of Partner .89 .84

Understanding of Partner .85 .65

Concentration of Partner .83 .75

Feel About Partner .49 .64

3. Anxiety/Nervousness

Anxiety/Nervousness of Partner .80 .81

Anxiety/Nervousness of Self .76 .80

AvS
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Table 2

ANOVA: Group__onFeel about Partner Transfer Stage

Experimental Group Mean SD

Scripted Dyad 26.80 4.92

Unscript-2d Dyad 21.74 7.64

Unscripted Individual 23.52 5.45

0 ~~~~ _______it____A____________A_____%___A_
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Table 3

ANOVA: Group X Stage on Feel About Self

Stage

Initial Transfer

Experimental Group Mean SD Mean SD

Scripted Dyad 24.23 6.88 29.95 7.71

Unscripted Dyad 23.56 7.67 26.26 8.42

Unscripted Individual 26.98 6.75 29.41 7.16
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Figure Caption

Figure 1: Example of a subjective graph.
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Scripts and Strategies
APPENDIX 0

NODIFYING THE PROTOTYPICAL SCRIPT

An outline of possible tasks which might be included in a

technical training environment is presented in Figure 1 of this

appendix. This outline summarizes the kinds of tasks explored in

the current research program. Two major categories of tasks are

identified: acquisition and production tasks. Acquisition

tasks include learning structural, functional, and procedural

information. Production tasks explored in the current research

program include writing and performance. Possible outcomes

include cognitive/motor, affective, metacognitive, and social

outcomes.

The remainder of this appendix presents information on what

aspects of the prototypical script were adapted to meet the

specific demands of the task, how they were adapted, and with

what effects.

Note: All aspects of the CAMS framework were not assessed in

each experiment.
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Scripts and Strategies

PROTOTYPICAL SCRIPT

1. Both partners read a section of the target text.

2. Both partners put the material away.

3. Partner A reiterates (recalls) the information read.

4. Partner B provides feedback to Partner A.

5. Both partners elaborate on the information.

6. Both partners read the second section of the target text.

7. A and B switch roles for the second section of the text.

8. A and B continue in this manner until they have completed

the entire text.
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Task: # 1: Acquisition of technical
information.

Presentation of Pictures and text (e.g., aircraft
information: control panel).

Locus of script Elaborations.
adaptations:

How adaptations are made: The participant visualizes the
piece of equipment and images the
location of each part of the
equipment.

Outcomes:

cognitive/motor: Use of the script results in more
accurate recall of the pictures.
Cooperation among peers is
effective for initial acquisition
and in promoting transfer.

affective: Not specifically assessed.

metacognitive: Scripted groups make less errors of
omission.

social: Participants who use scripts report
and increased preference for
working cooperatively compared to
those who did not ":e scripts.

Individual differences to Induction ability is more important
consider. for learning in dyads than for

individual learning. Induction
ability is predictive of the recall
of structural information.

I

I

I!
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Task: # 2. Acquisition of functional
information.

Presentation of Pictures and text (e.g., sailboat).
information:

Locus of script Elaborations.
adaptation:

How adaptations are made: The participant visualizes the
piece of equipment, mentally
activates one component of the
equipment and visualizes what
happens to other parts of the
system as a consequence of the

O activation of one component.

Outcomes:

cognitive/motor: Use of the script results in more
accurate recall of the text
describing the functions of the
parts of the equipment.

affective: Participants using scripts reported
higher levels of motivation.

metacognitive: Scripts incorporating dynamic
imagery result in less omission

* errors when recalling the
functional information.

social: Scripted groups exhibited an
increased preference for
cooperative study.

Individual differences to Induction ability is more important
consider: for learning in dyads than for

individual learning. Induction
ability is predictive of recall of
structural information.

References: Publications/Conference Papers.

Hall, R. H. (1988, April). Individual differences and the
procedural learner. Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of
the American Educational Research Association, New Orleans.
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Task: # 3. Acquiring procedural
information.

Presentation of Presented in pictures and text
information: (e.g, giving an intramuscular

injection, operating an MA-i
respirator).

Locus of script Elaborations.
adaptations:

How adaptations are made: Participants mime the actions of
operating the equipment necessary
for the performance of the
procedure.

Outcomes:

cognitive/motor: Scripting appears to be necessary
in order to learn from procedural
text. Simulated movement promotes
the best outcomes. Those who used
mime were best able to describe a
procedure learned (i.e., giving an
injection) after a delay of some
weeks.

affective: The affective outcomes from
exposure to procedural text depend
on the substrategies used and the
interest of the task itself. Both
negative and positive attitudes
have resulted.

metacognitive: Not specifically assessed.

social: Not specifically assessed.

Individual differences to Dyads who receive high scores on a
be considered: measure of social orientation

outperform individuals on recall of
procedural information. Unlike the
acquisition of structural or
functional information, induction
ability is not related to recall of
procedural information, whereas a
measure of "deep processing" is.

0 <-MZ f
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Task: # 4. writing technical
instructions.

Presentation of Participants wrote instructions
information: about familiar tasks (e.g., driving

a car). This process is analogous
to what is required of subject
matter experts in technical
environments.

Locus of script Not applicable. This particular
adaptations: research was exploratory in nature

and examined the efficacy of some
important components of the script,
that is, cooperation amon v= s,
and feedback. Participants were
simply instructed to cooperate
with each other to write a good set
of instructions.

How adaptations are made: Not applicable.

Outcomes:

cognitive/motor: cooperating participants wrote more
communicative instructions than
individuals working alone.
Feedback in the form of editing
improves the completeness of the
instructions.

affective: Not assessed.

metacognitive: Skills learned in cooperative
interaction transferred to a

-, subsequent individual task.

social: Not assessed.

individual differences to Vocabulary level and a measure of
consider: cognitive style (field-

1/ independence/dependence) were not
strongly related to outcomes.
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Task: # 5 Immediate performance of a
procedure. If the goal of reading
the instructions is simply to
perform the procedure well on a
single occasion, the kinds of
adaptations to the general script
which are necessary are not the
same as those needed if long term
retention of the procedure is
required.

Presentation of Information about the procedure
information: (e.g., administering an intravenous

infusion) is presented to
participants via text wh.iu or
may not include visual
representations.

Locus of script Recall and Elaboration phases.
adaptations:

How the adaptations are The script does not include a
made: planning (recall) phase.

Participants go from a reading of a
section of the text into a
performance of that part of the
procedure. The performance itself
serves as an elaboration of the
participant's understanding of the
material read. The performers may
refer to their instructions or
partners for assistance when
performing. Unscripted cooperative
scenarios also work well for
immediate performance.

Outcomes:

cognitive/motor: Participants who refer to their
instructions while engaged in an
initial performance perform the
procedure well. The critical
ingredient in producing a good
"first time" performance seems to
be the availability of other

* resources.
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affective: Participants who refer to their
materials exhibit positive
attitudes to the materials and the
learning situation.

metacognitive: Those who "prompt" their initial
performance make less errors of
omission but more errors of
accuracy than those who do not
"prompt" their initial performance.

social: Pairs of participants who work in
an unscripted cooperative setting
do not like each other as much as
those who work with a script.

Individual differences to Field dependent participants
consider: perform better in "prompting"

conditions than in situations in
which they must rely completely on
memory.
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O'Donnell, A. M., Dansereau, D. F., Hythecker, V. I., Hall, R.
H., Skaggs, L. P., Lambiotte, J. G., & Young, M. D. (1988).
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O'Donnell, A. M., Dansereau, D. F., & Rocklin, T. R. (1988).
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G. (in press). Promoting functional Iiteracy through
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Task: # 6 Performance of a procedure
after a short delay.

Presentation of Information about the procedure
information: (e.g., a medical procedure) is

usually presented in text with or
without supporting illustrations.

Locus of script Recall, Elaboration, Feedback.
adaptations:

How adaptations are made: Participants first plan their
performance and then actually
perform. They are allowed to refer
to their instructions or partners
when doing so. The inclusion of
both planning and performance
provides two opportunities for the
performer to receive feedback.

Outcomes:

cognitive/motor: Participants who use a script which
involves planning and performing
retain the procedure and perform
well after a five day interval.

affective: Participants who use scripts
involving planning, prompting, and
performance are more motivated and
exhibit more positive attitudes to
the materials and learning
situations than those who use
scripts which do not involve all of
these components.

S

metacognitive: Participants who use the script
which involves planning and %

performance with prompting make
less errors both during the
immediate performance of the 0
procedure and after a delay of five
days.

social: The use of the script described
above results in positive attitudes
towards the partner and these
attitudes are positively related to
performance.

,!
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Individual differences to The addition of "prompting" or
considered: allowing participants to refer to

their instructions or their
partners facilitates the
performance of field dependent
participants. Verbal ability is an
important individual difference
measure to be considered but it
less important for performance than
for recall.
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O'Donnell, A. M., Dansereau, D. F., Hythecker, V. I., Hall, R.
H., Skaggs, L. P., Lambiotte, J. G., & Young, M. D. (1988).
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Journal of Educational Psychology, 80(2), 161-171.

O'Donnell, A. M., Dansereau, D. F., & Rocklin, T. R. (1988).
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O'Donnell, A. M., Dansereau, D. F., Rocklin, T. R., Hythecker, V.
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* cooperative learning. Journal of Reading Behavior.
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Task: # 7. Recall of a procedure after a
long delay (6 weeks).

Presentation of The information was presented in
information: instructions which included

descriptions of the equipment and
procedures necessary for the
administration of an intravenous
infusion. Pictures and text were
included in the instructions.

Locus of script In this case, the script adaptation
adaptations: involved the target material,

focus on the equipment or the
procedure descriptions.

How the adaptations are Participants were directed to begin
made: with either the description of the

equipment or that of the procedure.

Outcomes:

cognitive/motor: The typical script was effective in
promoting recall of the target
information after a six week
interval. Those who had started
their training by focusing on the
procedural description recalled
more of the information relevant to
the actual performance of the
procedure, suggesting that they
were likely to have performed the
procedure better.

affective: Not assessed.

metacognitive: The participants who explicitly
used the general script tended to
make more correct decisions in
selecting equipment. Text based
cues (e.g., I remember the
description in the text) were
related to recall of the procedure
whereas imagery scores were related
to the recall of the qu.Lvaus
information.6
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Individual differences to Individual differences in imagining
be considered: ability and ability to use cues

from the text appear to be
important in the long term
retention of information about the
procedure.

References: Publications/Conference Papers.
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